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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Dear Mr. President, 

25 June 2012 

In its Presidential Statement (PRST/2011121) of 14 November 2011, 
the Security Council requested me to develop a regional strategy for 
international humanitarian, development and peacebuilding assistance in the 
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA)-affected areas. 

The strategy focuses on international humanitarian, development and 
peacebuilding assistance to the LRA-affected areas. It aims to promote 
cross-border mechanisms to improve the protection of civilians, early warning 
capacity and humanitarian access and response. It addresses issues related to 
reintegration support for returning Internally Displaced Persons, abductees and 
former combatants and recommends international action to strengthen the 
capacity of the affected countries to extend State authority throughout the areas 
where the LRA has a presence. 

I should be grateful if you would bring the present letter and its 
attachment to the attention of the members of the Security Council. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency 
Mr. Li Baodong 
President of the Security Council 
New York 
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Executive Office of the Secretary-General 
Cabinet du Secretaire general 

To: The Deputy Secretary-General, 

Please find attached for your approval and the SG's 
signature a draft letter to the President of the SC 
transmitting the attached draft Regional strategy to 
address the threat and impact of the activities of the 
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA). 

The draft strategy has been widely consulted across 
the UN system and with regional and international 
partners. It's five key objectives are: a) the 
operationalisation and full implementation of the AU 
Regional Coordination Initiative; b) the enhancement of 
efforts to promote the protection of civilians; c) the 
expansion of current disarmament, demobilization, 
repatriation, resettlement and reintegration (DDRRR) 
activities to cover all LRA-affected areas; d) the 
promotion of a coordinated humanitarian and child 
protection response in all LRA-affected areas and; e) the 
provision of support to LRA-affected governments in the 
fields of peace building, human rights, rule of law, and 
development. 

The draft strategy has been reviewed by PU in 
consultation with DP A. Track changes have been inserted 
in the text indicating the changes to be made. 
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Political Unit 
22 June 2012 
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Note to Ms. Malcorra 

Strictly Confidential 

DRAFT REGIONAL STRATEGY TO ADDRESS THE THREAT AND IMPACT OF 
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY (LRA) 

1. I attach a copy of the above draft regional strategy, in response to the Security Council 
Presidential Statement of 14 November 2011 (S/2011/21 ), in which the Council requested the 

/2 o) t .>- 2. Secretary-General to develop a comprehensive regional strategy to address the threat and 

/ r I() 

impact of the activities in the affected areas. 

2. The draft was prepared in coordination with UNOCA, BINUCA, MONUSCO, 
UNMISS, CAAC, DFS, DPKO, OCHA, OHCHR, UNDP, UNHCR, UNICEF and WFP as well 
as regional and international partners. It covers developments in the LRA-affected areas since 
the Secretary-General' s report on the Activities of the LRA-affected areas of 4 November 2011 
pursuant to Security Council press (S/20 11 /693). 

3. The draft provides an update on developments in the LRA-atfected areas and proposes a 
regional strategy to effectively address the threat posed by the group. The strategy focuses on 
five key objectives. These include a) the operationalization and full implementation of the AU 
Regional Coordination Initiative; b) the enhancement of efforts to promote the protection of 
civilians; c) the expansion of current disannament, demobilization, repatriation, resettlement 
and reintegration (DDRRR) activities to cover all LRA-affected areas; d) the promotion of a 
coordinated humanitarian and child protection response in a11 LRA-affected areas and; e) the 
provision of support to LRA -affected Governments in the fields of peace building, human rights , 

rule of law and development, to enable them to establish State authority across their territory. 

4. I would like to recommend that the draft, once approved by the Secretary-General, be 

submitted to the Security Council for its consideration . I would be grateful if you would secure 

the Secretary-General's approval and signature of the attached transmittal letter at his earliest 

convemence. 

cc: Ms. Amos 
Ms. Clark 
Mr. Ladsous 
Mr. Banbury 
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Regional strategy to address the LnreaL and impact of the activities of the 

Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) 

I. Introduction 

1. In its Presidential Statement (PRST/2011/21) of 14 November 2011, the United Nations 
Security Council encouraged the United Nations Regional Office for Central Africa 
(UNOCA), in coordination with the United Nations Office to the African Union (UNOAU), to 
engage with the United Nations presences in the LRA-affected region and the African Union 
(AU) to develop a regional strategy for international humanitarian, development and 
peacebuilding assistance in the LRA-affected area, enhancing cross-border mechanisms to 
improve protection of civilians, early warning capacity, humanitarian access and response, and 
appropriate reintegration support for those returning from displacement, abductees and ex
combatants, as well as strengthening the overall capacity of affected States to extend their 
authority throughout their respective territories. The Security Council reaffirmed the 
importance of promoting justice and the rule of law, including respect for human rights. 

2. This strategy document was developed to guide the efforts of the United Nations and other 
stakeholders in support of international efforts, led by the AU, to neutralize the threat posed by 
the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) and to address the impact of its activities in the four 
affected countries: the Central African Republic (CAR), the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DR C), South Sudan and Uganda. The strategy complements existing initiatives and 
strategies already being undertaken to counter the LRA threat and reflects the commitment of 
the United Nations, the affected Member States and their partners to finally resolve the LRA 
issue and promote peace, stability, economic recovery and sustainable· development in the 
affected regions. It supports current effmis by the international community to increase political 
and military pressure on the LRA, apprehend Joseph Kony and the top leadership of the LRA 
and bring them to justice, enhance the protection of civilians, improve access to humanitarian 
assistance, encourage defection and disarmament of LRA elements and their reintegration into 
their communities and promote long-term peacebuilding and development in the affected 
areas. In addition, the strategy complements the efforts of national Governments in the affected 
areas recalling that States have the primary responsibility to prevent conflict, ensure that the 

human rights of all individuals within their territory are respected and protect their populations 
from war crimes and crimes against humanity. Although the strategy has been developed by 
the United Nations, the process was carried out in consultation with the AU, the affected states 
and their partners and therefore its success depends on the willingness of all actors to suppmi 
and implement the proposed actions. This strategy is a living document, to which 
modifications, adaptations and adjustments could be made in the course of its implementation 
and in the light of prevailing

.
realities and circumstances. 

Background 
3. The LRA has its ongms in northern Uganda where it launched an offensive against the 

Government of Uganda during the late 1980s, claiming to represent the interests of 

marginalized Acholi communities and aiming to establish a theocratic state based on the 

biblical 10 commandments and Acholi traditions. Following a protracted conflict, the LRA 

entered into negotiations with the Ugandan Government, notably in 1993/4 and later in 2006. 
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In July 2006, the Government of South Sudan, with support from the international community, 
launched the Juba Peace Process. In March 2008, representatives of the Government of 
Uganda and the LRA concluded the final and all inclusive Peace Accord but Joseph Kony 
failed to sign the agreement. Subsequently, in December 2008, after the LRA broke the truce 
that had been put in place to negotiate the Juba Agreement, the Uganda Government, with the 
support of its neighbours, launched Operation Lightning Thunder (OLT), a military operation 
targeting the Garamba National Park area in the DRC, where the LRA had set up base. 

4 .  The LRA launched brutal reprisal attacks, killing hundreds of villagers during the Christmas 
periods of 2009 and 2010. In defiance of the biblical 10 commandments and of Acholi 
traditions, LRA attacks have typically included killings, abductions (especially of children and 
women), recruitment and use of children as fighters, rape and other grave sexual violence 
including sexual slavery, looting, mutilations and the burning of houses. Although currently 
believed to be small in number, estimated at between 250 and 500 combatants, the impact of 
the activities of the LRA in the region is considerable. An estimated 445,000 people are 
currently internally displaced or living as refugees in LRA-affected areas. The majority 
(341 ,000) are displaced in the DRC. Displacement of civilians mainly takes place into remote 
villages with limited infrastructure in terms of schools, health centres, police and civil 
administration. The unpredictability of the many small LRA groups and the well-known 
viciousness of their attacks among local communities in LRA-affected areas is part of the 
group's tactic to spread fear. In many towns it is recommended to remain within a 5-7 km 
radius of the centre of town for security reasons. This limits access to fields, fishing and other 
means of livelihood support and there has been a marked increase in dependency of food 
assistance over the past few years. Communities live in fear with few means of communication 
and transportation, and are often left to fend for themselves against the highly mobile and 
unpredictable LRA groups. The vast majority of the internally displaced persons (IDPs) stay 
with host families, others live in spontaneous IDPs settlements. 

5 .  Most LRA attacks have generally taken place in areas where security, government presence, 
accessibility and communication infrastructure are poor. It is widely felt that LRA activities 
are currently limited largely to logistical raids aimed at ensuring its survival. In November 
2011, the AU Peace and Security Council declared the LRA a terrorist organization. 

II. Initiatives to address the impact and threat of the LRA 

6. Over the years, numerous initiatives have been launched to respond to the threat posed by the 
LRA, including military operations by the four affected countries, engagement of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) and efforts to negotiate peace. The Government of Uganda 
referred the issue to the ICC in 2003, and, in October 2005, the ICC issued arrest warrants for 
Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti, Okot Odhiambo, Dominic Ongwen and Raska Lukwiya, for crimes 
against humanity and war crimes committed in Uganda from 2002 to 2005 . It is believed that 
only Joseph Kony, Okot Odhiambo and Dominic Ongwen are still alive. 

7. In July 2006, the Government of Southern Sudan, with support from the international 
community, launched the Juba Peace Process. Under the facilitation of Former President 
Joaquim Chisssano of Mozambique, Special Envoy of the Secretary-General on the LRA 
issue, the peace process gained a lot of momentum. By March 2008, after months of intensive 
efforts by regional and international stakeholders to bring the conflict to an end, 
representatives of the Government of Uganda and LRA concluded the Final Peace Agreement. 
The process collapsed in April 2008 after Joseph Kony failed to come forward to sign the 
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Agreement. On 30 June 2009, the Secretary-General suspended his Special Envoy's 
facilitation role, in light of the lack of space for further political engagement, and informed the 
Security Council accordingly. The Ugandan Government, however, has been implementing 
aspects of the peace agreement including those related to development and peacebuilding in 
northern Uganda. 

8. In May 2010, United States President Barack Obama signed into law the Lord's Resistance 
Army Disarmament and Northern Uganda Recovery Act, signalling a greater commitment of 
the United States to be involved in efforts to stop the LRA. In November 201 0, President 
Obama presented to Congress a United States strategy to disarm the LRA and in October 201 1 ,  
the United States announced the deployment of 1 00 military advisors to  the region to provide 
advice and logistical support to the armies of the affected countries carrying out operations 
against the LRA. 

9. The AU held a special session of its Assembly on 31 August 2009 in Tripoli, Libya, and an 
ordinary session on 1 5  July 201 0 in Kampala, Uganda. The meetings, inter-alia, urged the four 
affected countries to renew their efforts, including through military action, to neutralize the 
LRA and end its destabilizing activities. The Second Regional Ministerial meeting-of the 
affected countries held in Addis Ababa, in June 201 1 ,  defined the strategic objective of a 
proposed African Union Regional Cooperation Initiative against the LRA (AU RCI-LRA) as 
the "elimination of the LRA, leading to the creation of a secure and stable environment in the 
affected countries." The Ministerial meeting defined the different components of the AU RCI
LRA as: a Joint Coordination Mechanism (JCM) with a Secretariat in Bangui, chaired by the 
AU Commissioner for Peace and Security and comprising Defence Ministers of the affected 
countries; an African Union Regional Task Force (AU-RTF) with a brigade comprising 5,000 
troops, contributed by the four affected countries; a RTF Headquarters, including a Joint 
Operations Centre (JOC) located in Yambio, South Sudan. The AU-RTF has three sectors 
headquartered at Dungu (DRC), Obo (CAR) and Nzara (South Sudan) whose maintenance, 
logistics, equipment and operations costs are the responsibility of their respective home 
governments. However, the AU will continue to mobilize voluntary contributions from its 
Member States in a position to make them and from international partners to help build the 
capacity of the units at the sector level. The institutions would be closely linked to a Joint 
Information Operations Centre (JIOC) already set up by MONUSCO in Dungu, North-Eastern 
DRC. On 22 November 2011, the AU Peace and Security Council authorized the AU RCI
LRA and on the following day, the AU Chairperson appointed Ambassador Francisco Madeira 
as his Special Envoy to coordinate the AU RCI-LRA. On 24 March 201 1 ,  in Juba, the AU 
RCI-LRA was officially launched and four senior officers of the AU-RTF, including the Force 
Commander, were deployed to Y ambio, South Sudan, as a start-up team. 

A. Support from the United Nations 

1 0. Over the years, the United Nations has been actively engaged in efforts to address the LRA 

threat and to mitigate the impact of the group's activities while also aiming to address the 
structural issues that allow armed groups to emerge and remain active. Most recently, 
concerned by the long duration of the conflict and the regional nature of its threat to peace and 
security, the United Nations Security Council convened two meetings focusing on the LRA 
issue in 201 1 -on 21 July and 1 4  November respectively. The Council reiterated its grave 
concern at the atrocities committed by the LRA, which have serious humanitarian and human 
rights consequences, and commended the efforts undertaken by the militaries of the CAR, the 
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DRC, South Sudan and Uganda to address the LRA threat, encouraged the United Nations 
Secretary-General to support the AU Commission in implementing relevant AU decisions on 
the LRA and called for United Nations-AU cooperation on countering the threat posed by the 
group. 

11. The United Nations system has, inter alia, been engaged in providing support to the AU RCI
LRA, working with the AU Special Envoy on the LRA issue, protecting civilians through its 
peacekeeping missions, carrying out Disarmament. Demobilization Repatriation Resettlement 
and Reintegration (DDRRR) programmes and providing humanitarian protection and 
assistance (For a more detailed outline of the United Nations support see Annex I). 

B. Other actors engaged in addressing LRA threat 

12. Over the years, a wide range of actors, including at state, non-state, multilateral, bilateral, civil 
society, non-governmental and community levels have supported efforts to respond to the LRA 
threat. These include: Denmark, Germany, Italy, Japan, Norway, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, the European Union, the World Bank, as well as the Enough 
Project, INTERSOS, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Invisible Children, 
OXF AM, Resolve, Save the Children, Solidarite, and Sponsor Children. Civil society and 
community groups have also contributed, particularly to the peace process and recovery work 
in northern Uganda, including in the areas of reintegration and psycho-social support to LRA 
survivors, transitional justice and incorporating gender perspectives into the country's poverty 
reduction programmes. (For more details on support from other actors see Annex II). 

III. Gaps and areas for improvement 

13. While a range of activities have been and are being carried out by a number of actors to 
address the LRA threat, significant gaps remain. They include limitations at the operational 
level, ranging from insufficient financial resources to operationalize the AU RCI-LRA to 
inadequate information to track combatants. There are also gaps in coordination among actors 
across the affected areas including Governments, security and armed forces, multilateral and 
bilateral partners, United Nations presences, non-governmental organisations and 
representatives of civil society. 

1 4. Some of the major gaps with regard to the implementation of the AU RCI-LRA include: 

a. Inadequate intelligence/information gathering and analysis. The AU-RTF lacks 
sufficient human resource capacity and equipment for information gathering and 
analysis to enable its forces to carry out their duties effectively. The deployment of 
Combined Operations Fusion Centres (COFC) by the armies of the affected countries 
and the United States, as well as the MONUSCO managed Joint Information and 
Operations Centre (JIOC) in Dungu assist in improving information gathering and 
analysis. It will therefore be essential that an efficient and effective coordination 
mechanism is established between those resources and among the United Nations 
missions in the affected countries to ensure that they are adequately utilized. In the 
long-run, it may also be necessary to support the AU to develop its own capacity in that 
area. In addition, there is a gap with regard to gathering, sharing and joint analysis of 
information on LRA activities and movements throughout the LRA-affected areas. 
There is therefore a need to link the JIOC in Dungu with the United States information 
fusion cells that have been established in Obo, Djema, Nzara and the AU-RTF JOC to 
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increase information sharing that can be used in planning and implementing operations . 
This could include harmonization of the different databases on LRA attacks, sharing of 
relevant information in a timely manner, agreement on common analysis tools to assess 
incidents, and holding of regular planning and coordination meetings .  

b .  Strategic a n d  intra-theatre lift. The effectiveness of the AU-RTF will require 
adequate mobility assets to conduct operations and react in a timely manner to LRA 
movements and threats . Similarly, the deployment and rotation of the AU-RTF troops 
within the operational theatre will require adequate lift capability. Additional mobility 
assets are likely to be required in addition to the assets that are deployed along with 
each of the national contingents that form part of the AU-RTF. 

c .  Communications. There is a need to provide communications equipment for the AU
RTF forces, including ensuring inter-operability of the communication assets among 
AU-RTF, United Nations and other military forces .  

d .  Mission start-up and medical support. The AU-RTF will require support to establish 
office premises and functions, accommodation and medical support, including 
consultations and medical evacuation. Self-sufficiency in terms of fuel and rations will 
also be needed. 

e .  Training. The armies of the four affected countries comprising the AU-RTF have 
received some training from their bilateral partners . However, additional training will 
continue to be needed to ensure common or comparable skill-sets across contingents . 
Training of military components on respect for human rights and international 
humanitarian law and the protection of civilians should be a priority. It is essential that 
the AU-RTF troops are constantly re-orientated and trained on the need to conduct 
operations in a manner that would not further harm the affected communities .  

1 5 .  There are also other gaps in response to the LRA threat which are described below: 

a.' Demobilization, D isarmament, Repatriation,  Resettlement and Reintegration. 
Although MONUSCO has, over the years, processed the repatriation of LRA elements, 
in very small numbers compared to other foreign armed groups, there is an important 

gap with regard to the overall process of repatriation and reintegration of adults 
emerging from the LRA, including legal frameworks . As MONUSCO is currently 
developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for Demobilization, Disarmament, 
Repatriation, Resettlement and Reintegration (DDRRR) of foreign combatants from 
several armed groups, there should be a similar and joint process involving BINUCA, 
MONUSCO and UNMISS to develop specific SOPs on the LRA. 

In addition, efforts to expand DDRRR activities across the LRA-affected countries are 
hampered by a number of factors . These include the need to mutually coordinate 
DDRRR priorities and the planning and conduct of military operations . This entails 
close coordination between the relevant military authorities and those implementing 
DDR and DDRRR with the aim of maximizing the number of escapees or ex
combatants by opening reception points for defectors while military pressure is 
maintained on the LRA. In addition, there are significant differences in technical 
knowledge, financial resources and capacities between BINUCA, MONUSCO and 
UNMISS with regard to DDRRR and related efforts to address the LRA threat. 
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b. Field-level coordination and info rmation sharing. Although coordination and 
information-sharing has improved among the United Nations presences in the affected 
countries ,  there is a gap with regard to field-level coordination and information sharing 
(for instance, between the Dungu and Yambio sub-offices on DDRRR issues). This 
affects efforts to coordinate actions on cross-border LRA initiatives, including in 
collaboration with respective local counterparts. 

c .  Standard Operating Procedures for handling o f  civilians,  including children. The 
military personnel from the affected countries need clear procedures on how to handle 
and deal with civilians, particularly children who escape from the LRA during military 
operations . In May 20 1 1 , the Uganda People ' s  Defence Force (UPDF) Chief of 
Defence Forces signed the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for reception and 
handover of children separated from the LRA. In accordance with the SOPs, UPDF 
forces deployed in counter-LRA operations are, within 48 hours, to alert the United 
Nations on the presence of children rescued from the LRA in UPDF custody and hand 
them over to the United Nations Children' s  Fund (UNICEF), or another designated 
United Nations or humanitarian agency within seven days of receiving them. However, 
there is a need to strengthen implementation by all actors and to develop similar 
agreements with the national armies of the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan. The 
appointment of child protection focal points within the militaries of the four affected 

. countries and the AU-RTF would facilitate coordination with child protection agencies 
for the proper handover, provision of temporary care, family tracing, transfers, 
repatriation and reunification of children, including psychosocial support. There is also 
a need to strengthen regional coordination among child protection actors. 

d. Capacities of local communities. There is a need to enhance the capacities of local 
communities to share and exchange information on the LRA, with a view to 
understanding the threat levels at a regional level. This can be done through their own 
structures (religious leaders ' regional initiative, traditional leaders, local authorities) . 
Regular exchanges between these structures and the United Nations can enhance 
overall understanding of the LRA threat and help improve United Nations protection 
activities .  

e .  Cooperation with national military, administrative a n d  civil society counterparts. 
The LRA-affected countries have different perspectives on the LRA and different 
military capabilities and capacities . This could hamper efforts to implement counter
LRA activities that rely on cooperation with national military, administrative and civil 
society counterparts. 

f. Humanitarian access. A number of factors restrict humanitarian access in the LRA
affected areas . These include harsh climatic conditions and the remote inaccessible and 
insecure nature of the areas . Road networks are limited, necessitating aerial 
transportation of humanitarian staff and goods . There is limited capacity among the 
United Nations presences to facilitate access to humanitarian agencies to the more 
insecure areas . In the CAR and the DRC this has led to a situation where a number of 
displaced communities often remain out of the reach of humanitarian organizations. 
With limited state presence, these communities are often left to fend for themselves 
against the LRA groups,  undisciplined armies and other armed elements . 
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g. Humanitarian protection and assistance. Humanitarian protection and assistance 
efforts need to be strengthened even though they have been increased over the past 
years . In the DRC, the number of people in LRA-affected areas who received World 
Food Program assistance increased from 95 ,000 in 2009, to 1 1 3,400 in 20 1 0  and 
223 ,700 in 20 1 1 .  In 2 0 1 1 ,  a total of 1 1 ,270 metric tons of food was provided, at the 
cost of US$ 25 million. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) leads humanitarian protection efforts and has,along with UNICEF and other 
United Nations agencies and NGOs, expanded protection activities and ensured wider 
distribution of basic emergency items along with improved early warning mechanisms 
in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan. In the CAR, UNHCR has established presence 
to ensure protection monitoring activities in Zemio, Mboki, and Obo .  UNHCR, 
UNICEF and other agencies also provide psychosocial support and family tracing for 
victims rescued from the LRA. Cross-border information sharing among the 
Humanitarian Country Teams was strengthened in 20 1 1 and the Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) continues to issue quarterly regional 
updates on the humanitarian situation and response in LRA-affected areas . 

Humanitarian life-saving assistance tailored to meet the immediate needs of victims 
and displaced persons should be accompanied by long-term development programmes. 
The establishment of State authority would be important to improve support to national 
efforts in the affected countries so that they can comprehensively address 
peacebuilding and recovery challenges in LRA-affected areas in a holistic manner. 

h. Expansion of state authority. Given the large..:scale displacements associated with 
LRA activities, there is also a strong need to ensure that the national authorities in the 
affected areas respond to related land conflict issues .  Lack of access to land and other 
resources is an obstacle to the sustainable return of displaced communities to their 
home areas . More than 90 per cent of the 1 . 8 million people formerly displaced by the 
LRA conflict in northern Uganda have returned to their villages of origin or have been 
integrated elsewhere. Some 80,000 Ugandans currently live in former IDP camps, 
which are increasingly becoming semi-permanent villages .  While many formerly 
displaced Ugandans have resolved to remain in these new rural communities, those 
who wish to return to their areas of origin often cite impediments such as landmines, 
unresolved land disputes and limited access to social services as major impediments. 

1. Human rights and rule of law. Issues of rule of law also present major challenges. 
There is a need to strengthen legal institutions, justice and accountability measures for 
crimes committed during the conflict especially given the differences in approach by 
the four affected countries .  Related to this is the need to ensure adherence to 
international human rights instruments and treaties and improve monitoring and 
reporting on human rights in the affected areas . 

J. Peacebuilding, recovery and long-term development. In northern Uganda, peace has 
returned. Progress has been made in community recovery and local government 
capacity has been enhanced. However, factors remain that could derail progress, 
including economic disparities, high rates of unemployment among youth, 
disenfranchised communities and frustrations over unfulfilled expectations to reap the 
dividends of peace. Likewise, visible participation of women and youth in the 
reconstruction process remains limited . Although none of these in themselves are 
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proximate drivers of a return to conflict, they represent a set of factors that could 
accelerate conflict escalation if not addressed in a transparent and equitable manner. 

IV. AREAS OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT 

1 6. The regional strategy is built around five broad areas of support formulated as strategic goals 
and organized according to key themes .  The strategic goals are intended to support and 
strengthen on-going initiatives led by the LRA-affected countries and the AU, and to address  
the gaps as previously identified in efforts to combat the LRA threat and address the impact 
of the group's activities. A series of specific objectives and an indicative list of related 
actions are identified to achieve those goals within prescribed timelines .  The United Nations 
calls on the LRA-affected countries, the AU, regional and international partners to support 
and implement the proposed actions . The five areas of support are complementary, rather 
than hierarchical, and together they form an integrated response from the international 
community as a whole to the LRA threat. 

STRATEGIC GOAL ONE: THE AFRICAN UNION-LED REGIONAL COOPERATION 
INITIATIVE AGAINST THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY IS FULLY OPERATIONAL 
AND IMPLEMENTED 

Obj ective 1.1: Adequate resources are mobilized to ensure the full operationalization of the 
AU-RCI LRA 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the LRA-affected countries to provide the 5, 000 
troops to the AU-RTF as soon as possible. 

• Relevant United Nations actors support the AU in identifYing the gaps and financial resources 

required to ensure that the 5, 000 troops are adequately equipped, including with regard to air 

capabilities, communications, office and living accommodation, medical support, and fuel and 

rations, as soon as possible, and no later than December 2012. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage international partners to provide additional 

training to the 5, 000 troops where necessary. 

• Relevant United Nations actors organise regular meetings with the AU and international 
partners to mobilize financial resources with international partners to ensure the full 
operationalization of the initiative. In that regard, relevant United Nations actors, in 
collaboration with the A U  and international partners, should consider the establishment of an 
airlift network, with regular flights between Yambio/Nzara, Obo and Dungu to facilitate and 

enhance movements of stakeholders within the affected area. 

Obj ective 1.2: All aspects of the AU-RCI LRA implementation are fully coordinated at the 
political level 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the AU Joint Coordination Mechanism to meet at 

least once every six months to decide on policy and strategy matters related to the AU-RTF. 
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• The United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Central Africa and 
Head of UNOCA (SRSG), in collaboration with the AU Special Envoy on the LRA, continues to 
identify opportunities to enhance the capabilities of the AU-RTF troops and to engage the 

Governments of the affected countries to build consensus on a unified approach to the LRA 

issue. 
• The SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA, in collaboration with the AU Special 

Envoy on the LRA, engages the troop contributing countries at the highest political level on a 

regular basis on issues of common interest, including those related to information gathering 

and exchange. 
• The SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA, in collaboration with the AU Special 

Envoy on the LRA, engages the United Nations presences in the LRA-affected countries on a 

regular basis to discuss issues of common interest regarding the LRA, including issues related 

to coordination between the United Nations presences and the AU-RTF. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the AU to develop a communication strategy on 

the AU RCI-LRA as soon as possible and by no later than December 2012. 

Obj ective 1.3: Policies that encourage defections amongst the LRA fighters are in place. 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in close collaboration with the AU, encourage the LRA

affected countries to put in place policies or provisions that promote defections, for example 

through the establishment of comprehensive DDRRR programmes and possible enactment of 

amnesty laws in line with international standards, to cover LRA elements with the exception of 

those responsible for genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity or gross violations of 

human rights. Children should be excluded from any criminal responsibility for crimes 

committed while associated with the LRA because of the forced nature of their recruitment. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in close collaboration with the AU, encourage LRA-affected 

countries to ensure a common approach with respect to a legal framework on issues related to 

the treatment of defectors and abductees that have escaped from the LRA. 

Objective 1.4: An effective outreach programme is put in place to raise awareness about the 
AU RCI-LRA. 

Related Activities 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the AU, develop an advocacy strategy, 
complementary to the communication strategy, as soon as possible and no later than 
December 2012, to create awareness of initiatives against the LRA, promote defections and 
mobilise support among other countries and actors. 

• UNOCA establishes and manages a website for sharing information on the LRA with 
relevant partners as soon as possible and by no later than December 2012. 

STRATEGIC GOAL TWO : EFFORTS TO PROMOTE THE PROTECTION OF 
CIVILIANS ARE ENHANCED 
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Obj ective 2.1: The risk of harm to civilian populations is minimized during military 
operations to combat the LRA threat. 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the AU-RTF troops and other military actors to 

prioritise the protection of civilians and uphold international humanitarian law as they engage 

in operations to track and capture LRA combatants 
• Relevant Uni�ed Nations actors, in collaboration with other humanitarian actors, support the 

development of the AU Strategic Framework/or the Protection of Civilians in LRA-affected 

areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the AU-RTF troops to conduct operations in a 

manner that minimizes the risk of harm to civilian populations in the affected areas. This 

includes the application of standard operating procedures regarding the treatment, 

repatriation and reintegration of defectors, abductees and others released from the LRA. 
• Relevant United Nations actors conduct regular assessments of the military response to the 

LRA with a view to ensuring that it is in compliance with international standards in line with 

the Human Rights Due Diligence Policy. 
• Relevant United Nations actors support the AU pre-deployment programmes to ensure that 

troops are trained on international humanitarian law, human rights and child protection and 
that refresher courses and in-theatre training on these issues are provided to AU-RTF troops 

at least once within a six-month period 
• United Nations inter-agency country-specific security risk management strategies and 

practices are developed to improve access to populations in LRA-affected areas, taking into 
account the need for an operating environment more conducive to principled humanitarian 

operations. 

O bjective 2.2: Coordination among humanitarian, development, gender, child protection, 
p eacekeeping and military actors is enhanced 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors establish mechanisms for coordination and information 
exchange between the AU RCI-LRA and the humanitarian actors in the field 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMISS continue their operations in LRA-affected areas within the 
constraints of existing resources to create the necessary conditions for the provision of 
humanitarian assistance. 

• Relevant United Nations actors strengthen their cooperation with the AU-RTF on the 
protection of civilians in LRA-affected areas. 

• The United Nations LRA Focal Points, including United Nations child protection focal points 
and focal points for Sexual and Gender Based Violence (SGBV), take part in strategic 
decision-making and planning exercises related to the LRA. 

• Relevant United Nations actors develop and share a list of DDRRR areas of interest [and 
questions} with child protection actors for incorporation, in accordance with the principles of 
the cross border operational plan between child protection actors in the CAR, the DRC, South 
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Sudan and Uganda, within their interview processes for children escaping from or being 
rescued from the LRA. 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners and non
governmental organizations, continue to support programmes to establish early warning 
systems to ensure the protection of civilians. 

• Relevant United Nations actors hold regular meetings with military actors, community leaders 
in LRA-affected areas, child protection agencies, non-governmental organizations and United 
Nations presences in each of the LRA-affected countries to discuss the LRA threat. 

STRATEGIC GOAL THREE: CURRENT DDRRR ACTIVITIES ARE EXPANDED TO 

COVER ALL LRA-AFFECTED AREAS 

Obj ective 3.1: A commo n  and coordinated approach on DDRRR in LRA-affected countries 
is developed by the UN Missions 

Related Actions 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMISS, within the limits of their mandates, implement the 
Coordinated Approach on DDRRR of the LRA in coordination with relevant national 
authorities and/or in accordance with national DDR programmes. This will include 
identifying greater synergies between military and DDRRR operations by supporting the 
establishment of assembly points where there is a high level of LRA movements and/or the 
anticipated movement of LRA due to military pressure or for other reasons. 

• MONUSCO provides technical support and backstopping to facilitate BINUCA and UNMJSS 
field offices in implementing the Coordinated Approach on DDRRR. 

• UNICEF leads in the development of SOPs for national armies in the region on the 
handover, repatriation and reunification of children who escape or are rescued from the LRA 
on the basis of existing SOPs currently in use by the UP DF. The SOPs will be developed 
jointly by relevant child protection actors operating in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan, 
in close collaboration with the respective national armies and the AU-RTF. 

• Repatriation of Children Associated with Armed Forces and Groups is the primary 
responsibility of JCRC. Under circumstances where this is not possible, resources from 
BINUCA, MONUSCO and UN MISS are jointly leveraged to facilitate the return of children 
across borders to their communities of origin with minimum delay. 

• BINUCA and UNMJSS, in collaboration with the respective Governments, develop 
procedures for the repatriation of adult LRA escapees from South Sudan and the CAR back 
to their countries of origin. Additionally, BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMJSS, in 
collaboration with the respective Governments, establish mechanisms for the repatriation of 
Congolese adult LRA escapees received in South Sudan and the CAR, back to the DRC. 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage LRA-affected countries and their partners, 
including non-governmental and civil society organizations to prioritise the development of 
programmes and activities for the reintegration of LRA ex-combatants. 

Objective 3.2: Information exchange and coordination between military and DDRRR actors 
and operations are increased. 

Related Actions 
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• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UN MISS enhance field-level coordination and information 
exchange through regular meetings. 

• MONUSCO and UN MISS lead efforts to establish a mechanism for coordination of military 
operations and cooperation between the forces of MONUSCO and UN MISS as well as 
relevant military actors in accordance with their respective mandates. This mechanism will 
be affiliated with AU-RTF structures as they become operational. 

• MONUSCO JIOC in Dung, begins regular information sharing and exchange with the 
United States information fusion cells and, when operational, the AU-RTF Joint Operations 
Centre, especially with regard to time-sensitive and actionable information to increase the 
effectiveness of military operations. 

• Relevant United Nations actors establish sector-specific mechanisms to regularize 
information exchange on LRA related activities and movements and other cross border 
issues, particularly in the areas of DDR, DDRRR and child protection. 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the AU-RTF (as it becomes 

operational), facilitate regular meetings with relevant humanitarian actors and community 

leaders in LRA-affected areas to enhance early warning capacity within the affected 

communities. 

Obj ective 3.3: Policies, strategies and legal frameworks relating to D DRRR are harmon ized 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors develop strategies to address the issue of adult reintegration 
as follows: In Uganda, programming and the importance of funding for the reintegration of 
returnees needs to be re-emphasized and reinvigorated; in South Sudan the reintegration of 
LRA returnees need to 'be clarified under the national DDR programme; in the CAR and the 
DRC, a strategy for the reinsertion and reintegration of adult returnees needs to be 
developed. 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMISS jointly develop specific DDRRR Standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) on the LRA, based on the general SOPs developed by MONUSCO on 
DDRRR of foreign armed groups. The SOPs to be developed in consultation with national 
counterparts should include, inter alia, the handover of LRA elements from regional 
militaries, repatriation to countries of origin, reintegration and provision of medical, psycho

social and other assistance as necessary. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the AU to work with affected Governments to 

identify a common policy for treatment of LRA escapees and non-indicted LRA ex
combatants who escape or surrender, particularly with respect to amnesty provisions and 
potential criminal prosecution. 

STRATEGIC GOAL FOUR: A COORDINATED HUMANITARIAN AND CHILD 

PROTECTION RESPONSE IS PROMOTED IN ALL LRA-AFFECTED AREAS 

Obj ective 4.1: The most vulnerable groups, particularly children, women, refugees, IDPs 
and people with specific needs,  receive strengthened and coordinated humanitarian 
protection and assistance. 

Related Actions 
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• Relevant United Nations actors continue to deliver humanitarian protection on the basis of 
need and within the framework of existing country-specific coordination frameworks. To 
ensure respect for humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality and independence, 
humanitarian action remains distinct from the wider political and military objectives of this 

strategy. 
• United Nations humanitarian actors prioritize the provision of assistance to women and 

children in the affected areas, including refugees and displaced persons. 
• United Nations Humanitarian Coordinators and Humanitarian Country Teams continue to 

enhance information sharing and analysis on humanitarian needs and priorities in IRA

affected areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors carry out a regional analysis on humanitarian needs and 

priorities in LRA-affected communities to determine short, medium and long- term needs by 

the end of 2012. 
• Humanitarian stakeholders continue discussions on how to improve access and strengthen, as 

required, humanitarian response capacities in the affected countries. 

STRATEGIC G OAL FIVE: PEACEBUILDING, HUMAN RIGHTS, RULE OF LAW 

AND LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT IS PROVIDED TO LRA-AFFECTED 

GOVERNMENTS TO ENABLE THEM TO ESTABLISH AUTHORITY ACROSS 

THEIR TERRITORY 

Obj ective 5.1: Policies and strategic frameworks conducive to the implementation of human 
rights, peacebuilding, and long-term recovery initiatives for LRA-affected communities and 
countries are established. 

Related Actions 

• LRA-related issues are addressed in relevant country-specific United Nations strategic, 

peace building and/or development frameworks (e. g. United Nations Development Assistance 

Frameworks, Integrated Strategic Frameworks or Peacebuilding Support Plan) within one 

year. 
• Relevant United Nations peacebuilding, development and human rights actors support the 

LRA-affected countries to strengthen existing coordination mechanisms within peacebuilidng 
and recovery frameworks to specifically address LRA-affected areas, including gender and 
human rights issues. This will include support to identifying a lead governing entity or 
Government focal point to address LRA related concerns. 

• Relevant United Nations peacebuilding, development and human rights actors support IRA

affected countries to strengthen local legal institutions and policies to address land disputes, 

with support from international partners and specialized NGOs 

Obj ective 5.2: The capacities of LRA-affected countries to address human rights, 
peacebuilding and long-term recovery needs of LRJ\-affected communities are strengthened. 

Related Actions 
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• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the A U  and international partners, 

including specialized NGOs, assist LRA-affected countries in strengthening their national 

human rights institutions to fulfil their protection mandate including by strengthening access 
to justice and accountability, inter alia, through training and technical support, particularly in 

the LRA-affected regions. 
• Relevant United Nations actors conduct country-specific and regional training for civil society 

actors in LRA-affected countries to monitor and investigate abuses committed by the LRA 

within one year. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners and relevant 

national authorities, assist in strengthening local justice systems to respond to local needs. 

Obj ective 5.3: Programming in human rights, peacebuilding and long-term development for 
LRA-affected communities is carried out and implemented on the basis of a greed priorities. 

Related Actions 

• United Nations human rights actors, in collaboration with relevant national authorities, carry 

out a regional needs assessment and a best practice study on human rights abuses in the LRA

affected areas within 6 months and develop a comprehensive regional plan to support human 

rights in those areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors enhance joint planning, programming and monitoring in LRA

affected areas identified as priorities (for example through a United Nations Area Coordinator 

System) within two years. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners, including non

governmental organizations, continue to support the LRA -affected countries in improving 

basic social services, particularly health services, including maternal health and psychosocial 

support, education, water and sanitation, with a special focus on LRA-affected areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners, continue to 

support LRA-affected countries in improving infrastructure, particularly roads, bridges and 
airfields, in the LRA -affected areas with a view to improving accessibility and encouraging 

economic activity. 
• Relevant United Nations actors arrange regular country-specific meetings between community 

leaders in LRA-affected and development actors to discuss priority geographic areas of 

peacebuilding and recovery intervention in LRA-affected areas. 

Obj ective 5.4: Political will to address human rights, peacebuilding, and long-term 
development needs of LRA-affected communities is elicited and sustained 

Related Actions 

• The SRSG for Central Africa, in collaboration with the A U  Special Envoy on the LRA, engages 

LRA-affected countries at the highest political level on a regular basis on issues related to 

human rights, peacebuilding and long-term recovery. 
• The SRSG for Central Africa, in collaboration with the A U  Special Envoy on the LRA, engages 

international partners at the highest political /eve! on a regular basis to encourage them to 
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consider sustainable funding for recovery initiatives in LRA -affected areas. This should 
include advocacy for access to Peacebuilding Funds in the affected countries. 

• Relevant United Nations actors continue to raise awareness on an on-going basis about the 
need to address peacebuilding and long-term development needs of LRA-affected communities. 

• Relevant United Nations actors advocate on an on-going basis for the reintegration of LRA 

elements through development programmes addressing both economic recovery and 

peace building, with special attention for youth and children. 
• Relevant United Nations actors prepare and disseminate annual regional Human Rights LRA 

reports, with the first one issued within 6 months. 

Objective 5.5: Capacity of affected countries to address issues related to the rule of law in 
LRA affected areas is enhanced. 

Related actions: 
• Relevant United Nations actors support the A U  in strengthening the rule of law advisory 

element in the AU-RTF structure to provide technical advice and support in matters relating to 

the rule of law. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage international partners to continue to support the 

affected countries in establishing rule of law programmes to improve the capacity and 

coordination of Government law enforcement agencies, especially the police, judiciary and 

correctional services in the areas affected by the LRA in the short, medium and long term. 

V. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REPORTING 

1 7 .  Monitoring, evaluation and reporting on the implementation of the regional strategy will be 
done at country and regional/international levels, as well as along thematic lines. 

1 8 . At the country level, designated AU and United Nations LRA Focal Points are expected to 
document all LRA-related activities conducted in their area of responsibility that pertain to the 
implementation of this regional strategy. In the CAR, an LRA Working Group regularly brings 
together humanitarian partners, donors and the authorities to share information and develop 
response strategies on the LRA. This Working Group will report on the CAR -specific LRA 
activities . 

1 9 . In addition, thematic monitoring will be conducted as follows : 

1 .  DDR/DDRRR: The United Nations presences in LRA-affected areas will be responsible 

for the monitoring of all activities related to DDR/DDRRR. They will provide updates on 

the activities undertaken by all actors in this regard through their regular reports to the 

United Nations Security Council . 

2 .  Humanitarian action and protectio n  o f  civilians : Reports on  humanitarian action and the 

protection of civilians will be provided through the Humanitarian Coordinators in the 

LRA-affected countries 

3 .  Child protection : The child protection focal point system will continue to provide the 

Security Council Working Group with information on violations committed by the LRA, as 

well as associated child protection concerns, through the Office of the SRSG for Children 
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and Armed Conflict. Efforts will be made to ensure synergies and coherence in the nature 
of the data gathered in all the LRA-affected countries, to allow for trend-analysis .  

4. Human rights : The United Nations will develop and strengthen the relevant national 
networks of human rights NGOs in the LRA-affected countries using existing resources, 
with a view to enhancing coordination, information sharing and reporting on Human 
Rights cases. A similar network at the regional level, bringing together all LRA-affected 
countries, will also be supported to enable human rights reporting, as possible . 

5 .  Development and long-term recovery: The United Nations Area Coordinator System in 
LRA-affected areas, where it already exists, will be used to report on development and 
long-term recovery initiatives addressing LRA-affected communities .  In LRA-affected 
countries where such a system does not yet exist, United Nations Area Coordinator 
Systems will be developed on the basis of existing United Nations country-specific 

development coordination frameworks, with LRA-dedicated focal points (and funding, if 

possible) . 

20 .  At the regional and international levels, the United Nations LRA Integrated Task Force will 
meet on a monthly basis, bringing together headquarters and field-based LRA focal points, to 
discuss various aspects linked to the implementation of the regional strategy. In addition, the 
United Nations will organize bi-annual meetings of United Nations and AU LRA focal points 
to review implementation of the strategy. 

2 1 .  Finally, UNOCA will be responsible for overall monitoring and reporting on the regional 
strategy. In this regard staff will be dedicated to tasks including : supporting the advocacy and 
resource mobilization role of the SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA and the AU 
Special Envoy on the LRA; leading the development of an implementation plan for the United 
Nations system for the regional strategy; coordinating overall reporting from the different 
country-specific and thematic monitoring mechanisms; organizing the regular meetings of 
LRA focal points and; establishing and maintaining a designated website to serve as a clearing 
house for LRA-related information. 
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shortwave "Coming Home" programme is broadcast by the Ugandan Broadcasting 
Corporation (UBC) based in Kampala. UNMISS ,  in South Sudan, is involved in extending 
MONUSCO' s  regional LRA communication strategy (linking radio networks in the CAR, the 
DRC, South Sudan and Uganda) . This includes the distribution of LRA sensitization materials 
and providing assistance for the expansion of radio networks in Western Equatoria State 
(WES) into strategic LRA crossing points in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan and, 
facilitating desertion and regional repatriation programmes .  

27 .  BINUCA assists the Government in  improving its communication system to increase its early 
warning capacity by replicating the existing early warning system developed by the United 
Nations Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUSCO). BINUCA 
also works with national and international partners to develop and implement a strategy to 
encourage the defection of LRA fighters, as well as a policy for their repatriation to their home 
countries . In addition, BINUCA facilitates the development of a national disarmament, 
demobilization, repatriation, resettlement and reintegration (DDRRR) strategy in the LRA
affected areas of the country, and deploying two staff to Obo as part of the Joint Information 
and Operations Centre (JIOC) .  

28 .  Humanitarian p rotection and assistance: An extensive humanitarian response is ongoing in 
LRA-affected areas of the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan to meet urgent life-saving needs of 
the most vulnerable groups affected by the LRA, in particular the 445 ,000 displaced and 
refugees and their host communities .  The remote and insecure nature of the affected areas 
makes it difficult and costly to establish and maintain humanitarian access  to populations 
requiring protection and assistance. Humanitarian pminers in the DRC estimate that as of 1 
April 20 1 2, humanitarian actors had no access to about 25 percent of the displaced in Haut
Uele while 45 per cent of the displaced in Bas-Uele district were beyond the reach of 
humanitarian partners on a regular basis due to high costs of operations in areas with limited 
road networks and insecurity. 

29 .  Humanitarian protection and assistance have been increased over the past years . In the DRC, 
the number of people in LRA-affected areas who received WFP food assistance increased 
from 95 ,000 in 2009, to 1 1 3 ,400 in 20 1 0  and 223 ,700 in 20 1 1 .  In 20 1 1 ,  a total of 1 1 ,270 
metric tons of food was provided to the districts, at the cost of US$ 25 million. UNHCR 
leads humanitarian protection efforts and has along with UNICEF and other UN agencies and 
NGOs expanded protection activities and ensured wider distribution of basic emergency 
items along with improved early wm·ning mechanisms, in particular in the DRC . In the CAR, 
UNHCR has established a presence to ensure protection monitoring activities in Zemio, 
Mboki, and Obo . In South Sudan UNHCR collaborates with UNICEF and other partners in 
psychosocial support and family tracing for victims rescued from the LRA. Cross-border 
information sharing among the Humanitarian Country Temns was strengthened in 20 1 1  and 
OCHA continues to issue quarterly regional updates on the humanitarian situation and 
response in LRA affected areas . 

3 0 .  While humanitarian partners through advocacy effmis contribute to the development of the 
wider military and political strategy to address the LRA threat, humanitarian action in the 
respective affected countries remains distinct from the overall military and political objectives 
to ensure respect of humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality and independence. The 
response is planned and executed within the framework of existing country-specific 
coordination frameworks under the leadership of the respective Humanitarian Coordinators 
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designated in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan. Resources are mobilized through country 
specific humanitarian appeals and allocations from existing agency budgets .  

31 . Child protection:  In 2009, UNICEF, the Office of the SRSG for Children and Armed Conflict 
and DPKO recognised the need to strengthen coordinated cross-border responses to child 
protection due to concerns that children abducted by the LRA in one country were showing up 
in another. A United Nations Child Protection Focal Points system was established to connect 
actors in the affected countries and strengthen monitoring and reporting of violations 
committed by the LRA against children .  Since 20 1 1 ,  the system has been coordinated by 
UNICEF Uganda. The system provides regular reports on LRA violations to the Security 
Council ' s  Working Group on Children and Armed Conflict (CAAC), including bi-monthly 
updates, as well as inputs to relevant reports of the United Nations Secretary-General on 
children affected by the LRA. The LRA has been listed in the Secretary-General ' s  reports on 
CAAC as a persistent perpetrator of gross  human rights violations against children. 

32. Support to human rights, peacebuilding and development p rogramming: Human rights, 
peacebuilding and development actors have combined efforts in the LRA affected areas to 
address long-term structural issues that enable armed groups, such as the LRA to operate in the 
affected countries . In the CAR, the DRC and Uganda, UNDP has used resources from the 
Peacebuilding Fund (PBF) to implement programmes on human security and reintegration as 
part of efforts to mitigate the risks of conflict. In northern Uganda, the Government, with the 
support of its partners, is implementing a Peace, Recovery and Development Plan (2009-20 1 2) 
aimed at stabilizing the region, consolidating state authority, rebuilding and empowering 
communities, revitalizing the economy and promoting peacebuilding and reconciliation. 
Development and international partners have aligned themselves behind this national strategy. 

33. In 20 1 1 , the United Nations initiated a peacebuilding programme in northern Uganda 
implemented by eight agencies, funds and programmes. Financed through the Peacebuilding 
Fund ($ 1 4  million) , the programme provides specialised reintegration and integration 
assistance for households headed by women, IDPs,  returnees and ex-combatants. It also 
provides psychosocial support, interim care and r,eunification of children formerly associated 
with armed groups and other children affected by violence. 

34 .  In the CAR, UNDP collaborates with BINUCA and the United Nations Country Team on 
peacebuilding programmes including the disarmament and demobilisation of former 
combatants, extending state authority, promoting the rule of law and building national capacity 
to address insecurity. In South Sudan, based on the Government' s Development Plan, 
UNMISS  and the United Nations Country Team have developed a Peacebuilding Support Plan 
(mandated by Security Council Resolution 1 996) to address  issues of governance, insecurity, 
long-term economic development, promoting the rule of law and service delivery across the 
county. 
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ANNEX II 
Other actors engaged in addressing the LRA threat 

3 5 .  The United States Government is a major actor in regional efforts to eliminate the LRA threat. 
The obj ectives of US support, as outlined in its LRA strategy, are to increase protection of 
civilians, the apprehension or removal of Joseph Kony and senior LRA commanders from the 
battlefield, the promotion of defections from the LRA and support for DDRRR of remaining 
LRA fighters, and the provision of continued humanitarian relief to affected communities . As 
part of those objectives ,  the US deployed 1 00 military advisors to the sub-region in 20 1 1  to 
provide logistics support to national armies in the four affected countries that are carrying out 
operations against the LRA. The US has also trained some troops of the national armies who 
will be deployed under the AU-RTF. In 20 1 1 ,  the United States provided more than $ 1 8  
million to support food security, humanitarian protection, health, and livelihoods initiatives for 
internally displaced persons and other affected populations . 

36 .  The European Union (EU) has also taken a range of measures in support of international 
efforts to bring LRA violence to an end and help affected populations . The EU has provided a 
package of assistance worth € 1 . 3 5  million to support the Office of the AU Special Envoy for 
the LRA and the establishment of a Joint Operations Centre to enable the AU RCI-LRA 
Regional Task Force to effectively deal with the LRA. The EU has also provided assistance to 
the affected countries, including through contributions to programmes to encourage defections 
from the LRA and the establishment of early warning radio systems to protect villages .  

3 7 .  The EU and its Member States are implementing a number of  development assistance 
programmes in the LRA-affected countries ,  which aim at strengthening the rule of law, 
building local governance capacity and reintegrating former members of the LRA into their 
home communities .  In northern Uganda, the EU has supported a €87 .6 million post-conflict 
development programme over five years, which has helped to facilitate the return of most of 
those displaced by LRA activities . The EU also provides humanitarian assistance to the region, 
contributing €9 million for this purpose in 20 1 1 .  As co-chair of the informal International 
Working Group on the LRA with the United States, the EU is at the forefront of diplomatic 
efforts to keep the LRA issue on the international agenda and to promote coordination among 
key stakeholders . 

3 8 .  In Uganda, support to LRA efforts is coordinated through a dedicated donor group . Partners 
also participate in the Government-led Peace Recovery and Development Plan for Northern 
Uganda Technical Working Group. Key partners include the EU, United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), the World Bank, the Department for International 
Development (United Kingdom), Japan, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Denmark and Norway. The 
International Organization for Migration has supported the reintegration component of DDR in 
Uganda and supported the country' s  Amnesty Commission. The International Organisation for 
Migration has also been active in the DRC, including in programmes to improve security in 
LRA-affected areas . Coordination of child protection has been strengthened; UNICEF leads in 
the development of SOPs for national armies in the region on the handover, repatriation and 
reunification of children who escape or are rescued from the LRA on the basis of existing 
SOPs currently in use by the UPDF. The SOPs will be developed jointly by relevant child 
protection actors operating in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan, in close collaboration with 
the respective national armies and the AU-RTF as it becomes operational. 
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39 .  International NGOs active in the LRA-affected areas include Action Against Hunger, Africa 
Medical and Research Foundation, American Refugee Council ,  Canadian Physicians for Aid 
relief, CARE, Conciliation Resources, Danish Demining Group, Enough Project, International 
Rescue Committee, INTERSOS,  Invisible Children, Medecin Sans Frontiere, Norwegian 
Refugee Council, OXF AM, Resolve, Save the Children Alliance, Save the Children and 
Solidarite, Sponsor Children, War Child Holland, UK and USA, Windle Trust and World 
Vision. Their work includes advocacy, building political support in the respective countries 
and within the broader international community on initiatives to end LRA atrocities and help 
affected communities .  Some provide analysis on trends in LRA activities ,  suppmi efforts to 
expand community-based early warning systems,  reach out to potential LRA defectors and 
affected communities through radio broadcasts and help in the rehabilitation of formerly 
abducted children. Others plan and execute humanitarian programmes in the affected areas and 
conduct family tracing and reunification across borders . The International Committee of the 
Red Cross also addresses LRA issues as pmi of its activities .  

40 .  Civil society and community groups have contributed to the peace process and recovery work 
in northern Uganda, including in the areas of reintegration and psycho-social support to LRA 
survivors, transitional justice and incorporating gender perspectives in the country' s  poverty 
reduction programmes .  Faith-based organizations, such as the Acholi Inter-Religious Initiative, 
played a major role in initiating peace talks with the LRA. In Uganda, national groups working 
on the LRA include : Gulu Support the Children Organisation, Acholi Religious Peace 
Initiative, Acholi traditional chiefs ,  the AIDS Support Organisation, Uganda Red Cross, 
Straight Talk Foundation, Gulu NGO Forum and Comboni Samaritan. Gulu University serves 
as a resource centre for peacebuilding research, information and networking in the region. 
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Regional strategy to address the threat and impact of the activities of the 
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) 

I. Introduction 

I .  In its Pres idential Statement (PRST/20 1 1/2 1) of 14 November 20 I I , the United Nations 
Security Counci l  encouraged the United Nations Regional Office for Central Africa 
(UNOCA), in coordination with the United Nations Office to the African Union (UNOAU), to 
engage with the United Nations presences in the LRA-affected region and the African Union 
(AU) to develop a regional strategy for international humanitarian, development and 
peacebuilding ass istance in the LRA-affected area, enhancing cross-border mechanisms to 
improve protection of civi l ians, early warning capacity, humanitarian access and response, and 
appropriate reintegration support for those returning from displacement, abductees and ex
combatants, as well as strengthening the overall capacity of affected States to extend their 
authority throughout their respective territories. The Security Counci l  reaffirmed the 
importance of promoting justice and the rule of law, including respect for human rights . 

2 .  This strategy document was developed to guide the efforts of the United Nations and other 
stakeholders in support of international efforts, led by the AU, to neutralize the threat posed by 
the Lord ' s  Resistance Army (LRA) and to address the impact of its activities in the four 
affected countries: the Central African Republic (CAR), the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DRC), South Sudan and Uganda. The strategy complements existing initiatives and 
strategies already being undertaken to counter the LRA threat and reflects the commitment of 
the United Nations, the affected Member States and their partners to finally resolve the LRA 
issue and promote peace, stabi l ity, economic recovery and sustainable development in the 
affected regions . It supports current efforts by the international community to increase pol itical 
and mi l itary pressure on the LRA, apprehend Joseph Kony and the top leadership of the LRA 
and bring them to j ustice, enhance the protection of civil ians, improve access to humanitarian 
ass istance, encourage defection and disarmament of LRA elements and their reintegration into 
their communities and promote long-term peacebuilding and development in the affected 
areas . In addition, the strategy complements the efforts of national Governments in the affected 
areas recal l ing that States have the primary responsibi l ity to prevent conflict, ensure that the 
human rights of all individuals within their territory are respected and protect their populations 
from war crimes and crimes against humanity. Although the strategy has been developed by 
the United Nations, the process was carried out in consultation with the AU, the affected states 
and their partners and therefore its success depends on the wil l ingness of all actors to support 
and implement the proposed actions. This strategy is a l iving document, to which 
modifications, adaptations and adjustments could be made in the course of its implementation 
and in the l ight of prevai l ing realities and c ircumstances. 

Background 
3. The LRA has its ongms in northern Uganda where it launched an offensive against the 

Government of Uganda during the late 1980s, claiming to represent the interests of 
marginalized Achol i  communities and aiming to establ ish a theocratic state based on the 
bibl ical 10 commandments and Achol i  traditions . Fol lowing a protracted conflict, the LRA 
entered into negotiations with the Ugandan Government, notably in 1993/4 and later in 2006.  
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Uganda and the LRA concluded the final and al l  inclus ive Peace Accord but Joseph Kony 
fai led to s ign the agreement. Subsequently, in December 2008 ,  after the LRA broke the truce 
that had been put in place to negotiate the Juba Agreement, the Uganda Government, with the 
support of its neighbours, launched Operation Lightning Thunder (OL T), a mi l itary operation 
targeting the Garamba National Park area in the DRC, where the LRA had set up base. 

4 .  The LRA launched brutal reprisal attacks, k i l l ing hundreds of vi l lagers during the Christmas 
periods of 2009 and 20 10 . In defiance of the bibl ical 10 commandments and of Acho l i  
traditions, LRA attacks have typ ical ly included k i l l ings, abductions (especially of chi ldren and 
women), recruitment and use of children as fighters, rape and other grave sexual violence 
including sexual s lavery, looting, muti lations and the burning of houses . Although currently 
bel ieved to be smal l in number, estimated at between 250 and 500 combatants, the impact of 
the activities of the LRA in the region is cons iderable .  An estimated 445 ,000 people are 
currently internally displaced or l iving as refugees in LRA-affected areas . The majority 
(34 1 ,000) are disp laced in the DRC. Displacement of civi l ians mainly takes p lace into remote 
vi l lages with l imited infrastructure in terms of schools ,  health centres, pol ice and civi l  
administration. The unpredictabi l ity of the many small LRA groups and the wel l-known 
viciousness of their attacks among local communities in LRA-affected areas is  part of the 
group ' s  tactic to spread fear. In many towns it is recommended to remain within a 5-7 km 
radius of the centre of town for security reasons. This l im its access to fields, fishing and other 
means of l ive l ihood support and there has been a marked increase in dependency of food 
ass istance over the past few years . Communities l ive in fear with few means of communication 
and transportation, and are often left to fend for themselves against the highly mobi le and 
unpredictable LRA groups. The vast majority of the internal ly displaced persons (IDPs) stay 
with host fami l ies, others l ive in spontaneous IDPs settlements . 

5 .  Most LRA attacks have general ly taken place in areas where security, government presence, 
access ib i l ity and communication infrastructure are poor. It is widely felt that LRA activities 
are currently l imited largely to logistical raids aimed at ensuring its survival . In November 
20 1 1 ,  the AU Peace and Security Counci l  declared the LRA a terrorist organization. 

II. Initiatives to address the impact and th reat of the LRA 

6 .  Over the years, numerous initiatives have been launched to respond to the threat posed by the 
LRA, including m i l itary operations by the four affected countries, engagement of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) and efforts to negotiate peace. The Government of Uganda 
referred the issue to the ICC in 2003 ,  and, in October 2005 ,  the ICC issued arrest warrants for 
Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti ,  Okot Odhiambo, Dominic Ongwen and Raska Lukwiya, for crimes 
against humanity and war crimes committed in Uganda from 2002 to 2005 .  It is bel ieved that 
only Joseph Kony, Okot Odhiambo and Dominic Ongwen are sti l l  alive. 

7 .  In July 2006, the Government of Southern Sudan, with support from the international 
community, launched the Juba Peace Process. Under the faci l itation of Former President 
Joaquim Chisssano of Mozambique, Special Envoy of the Secretary-General on the LRA 
issue, the peace process gained a lot of momentum . By March 2008 ,  after months of intens ive 
efforts by regional and international stakeho lders to bring the conflict to an end, 
representatives of the Government of Uganda and LRA ,.conc luded th_e �ina! Pe_a�� �-g��e_!l!_e_n!. {�o_e_let_ed_:_fin_a_liz_ed _____ � 
The process collapsed in Apri l  2008 after Joseph Kony fai led to come forward to s ign the 
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Agreement. On 30 June 2009, the Secretary-General suspended his  Special Envoy' s 
faci l itation ro le, in l ight of the lack of space for further pol itical engagement, and informed the 
Security Counci l  accord ingly. The Ugandan Government, however" has been implementing 
aspects of the peace agreement including those related to development and peacebui lding in 
northern Uganda. 

8. In May 20 10 , United States President Barack Obama s igned into law the Lord ' s  Res istance 
Army Disarmament and Northern Uganda Recovery Act, s ignal l ing a greater commitment of 
the United States to be involved in efforts to stop the LRA. In November 20 10, Pres ident 
Obama presented to Congress a United States strategy to disarm the LRA and in October 20 1 1 ,  
the United States announced the deployment of 100 mi l itary advisors to  the region to provide 
advice and logistical support to the armies of the affected countries carrying out operations 
against the LRA. 

9. The AU held a special session of its Assembly on 3 1  August 2009 in Tripol i ,  Libya, and an 
ordinary session on 15  July 20 10 in Kampala, Uganda. The meetings, inter-al ia, urged the four 
affected countries to renew their efforts, including through mi l itary action, to neutral ize the 
LRA and end its destab i l izing activities. The Second Regional Ministerial meeting of the 
affected countries held in Addis Ababa, in June 20 I I , defined the strategic objective of a 
proposed African Union Regional Cooperation Initiative against the LRA (AU RCI-LRA) as 
the "elimination of the LRA, leading to the creation of a secure and stable environment in the 
affected countries. " The Ministerial meeting defined the different components of the AU RCI
LRA as : a Joint Coordination Mechanism (JCM) with a Secretariat in Bangui ,  chaired by the 
AU Commissioner for Peace and Security and comprising Defence Ministers of the affected 
countries; an African Union Regional Task Force (AU-RTF) with a brigade comprising 5 ,000 
troops, contributed by the four affected countries ; a RTF Headquarters, including a Jo int 
Operations Centre (JOC) located in Yambio, South Sudan .  The AU-RTF has three sectors 
headquartered at Dungu (DRC), Obo (CAR) and Nzara (South Sudan) whose maintenance, 
logistics, equipment and operations costs are the responsibi l ity of their respective home 
governments . However, the AU wi l l  continue to mobil ize voluntary contributions from its 
Member States in a pos ition to make them and from international partners to help build the 
capacity of the units at the sector leve l .  The institutions would be closely l inked to a Jo int 
Information Operations Centre (HOC) already set up by MONUSCO in Dungu, North-Eastern 
DRC.  On 22 November 20 I I , the AU Peace and Security Counci l  authorized the AU RCI
LRA and on the fol lowing day, the AU Chairperson appointed Ambassador Francisco Madeira 
as his Special Envoy to coordinate the AU RCI-LRA. On 24 March 20 1 1 , in Juba, the AU 
RCI-LRA was official ly launched and four senior officers of the AU-RTF, including the Force 
Commander, were deployed to Yambio, South Sudan, as a start-up team. 

A. Support from the United Nations 

I 0 .  Over the years, the United Nations has been actively engaged in efforts to address the LRA 
threat and to mitigate the impact of the group ' s  activities while also aim ing to address the 
structural issues that allow armed groups to emerge and remain active. Most recently, 
concerned by the long duration of the conflict and the regional nature of its threat to peace and 
security, the United Nations Security Counci l  convened two meetings focusing on the LRA 
issue in 20 1 1  - on 2 1  July and 14 November respectively. The Counci l  reiterated its grave 
concern at the atrocities committed by the LRA, which have serious humanitarian and human 
rights consequences, and commended the efforts undertaken by the mi l itaries of the CAR, the 
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DRC, South Sudan and Uganda to address the LRA threat, encouraged the United Nations 
Secretary-General to support the AU Commission in implementing relevant AU decis ions on 
the LRA and called for United Nations-AU cooperation on countering the threat posed by the 
group. 

I I . The United Nations system has, inter al ia, been engaged in providing support to the AU RCI
LRA, working with the AU Special Envoy on the LRA issue, protecting civi l ians through its 
peacekeeping m iss ions, carrying out Disarmament. Demobi l ization Repatriation Resettlement 
and Reintegration (DDRRR) programmes and providing humanitarian protection and 
ass istance (For a more detailed outl ine of the United Nations support see Annex I) . 

B. Other actors engaged in addressing LRA threat 

12 . Over the years, a wide range of actors, including at state, non-state, mult i lateral, b i lateral, civi l  
society, non-governmental and community levels have supported efforts to respond to the LRA 
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III. Gaps and areas for improvement 

13 .  While a range of activities have been and are being carried out by a number of actors to 
address the LRA threat, s ignificant gaps remain. They include l imitations at the operational 
leve l ,  ranging from insufficient financial resources to operational ize the AU RCI-LRA to 
inadequate information to track combatants . There are also gaps in coordination among actors 
across the affected areas including Governments, security and armed forces, multi lateral and 
b i lateral partners, United Nations presences, non-governmental organisations and 
representatives of civi l  society. 

l.:LSome of the major gaps w ith regard to the i mplem entat ion  of the A U  RC I-LRAj�<:;I!Id�:_ 
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analys is .  It wi l l  therefore be essential that an efficient and effective coordination 
mechanism is establ i shed between those resources and among the United Nations 
miss ions in the affected countries to ensure that they are adequate ly uti l ized. ln the 
long-run, it may also be necessary to support the AU to develop its own capacity in that 
area. In addition, there is a gap with regard to gathering, sharing and jo int analys is of 
i n form at i on on LRA activities and movements throughout the LRA-affected areas . 
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increase information sharing that can be used in p lanning and implementing operations . 
This could include harmonization of the different databases on LRA attacks, sharing of 
relevant information in a timely manner, ,agreement <_?n common analysis t<_?ols  to assess 
incidents, and hold ing of regular p lanning and coordination meetings, 
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resources is an obstacle to the sustainable return of displaced communities to their 
home areas . More than 90 per cent of the 1 . 8 mi l l ion people formerly displaced by the 
LRA conflict in northern Uganda have returned to their vi l lages of origin or have been 
integrated elsewhere. Some 80,000 Ugandans currently l ive in former IDP, camps,_ . . .  · 

which are increas ingly becoming semi-permanent vi l lages. While many formerly 
displaced Ugandans have reso lved to remain in these new rural communities, those 
who wish to return to their areas of origin often c ite impediments such as landmines, 
unresolved land disputes and l imited access to social services as major impediments . 

1 .  H u m a n  righ ts a n d  r.u l e_ of law.)ssues of ru le of law also present major challenges. 
There is a need to strengthen legal institutions, justice and accountab i l ity measures for- ·  
crimes committed during the conflict especially given the differences in approach by 
the four affected countries. Related to th is is the need to ensure adherence to 
international human rights instruments and treaties and improve monitoring and 
reporting on human rights in the affected areas . 
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proximate drivers �a_ return to confl ict, they represent a set of factors that could 
accelerate conflict escalation if not -addresse((in a t�ansparent -and equitable manner. 

IV. AREAS OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT 

( Deleted: for 

l.Sh_ The regional strategy is bui lt around five broad areas of support formulated as strategic goals• - { Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering J 
and organized according to key themes. The strategic goals are intended to support and 
strengthen on-going initiatives led by the LRA-affected countries and the AU, and to address 
the gaps as previously identified in efforts to combat the LRA threat and address the impact 
of the group ' s  activities. A series of specific objectives and an indicative l ist of related 
actions are identified to achieve those goals within prescribed timelines. The United Nations 
cal ls on the LRA-affected countries, the AU, regional and international partners to support 
and implement the proposed actions. The five areas of support are complementary, rather 
than hierarchical, and together they form an integrated response from the international 
community as a whole to the LRA threat. 

STRATEGIC GOAL ONE : THE AFRICAN UNION-LED REGIONAL COOPERATION 
INITIATIVE AGAINST THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY IS FULLY OPERATIONAL 
AND IMPLEMENTED 

Objective 1 . 1 :  Adequate resources are mobilized to ensure the full operationalization of the 
AU-RCI LRA 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the LRA-affected countries to provide the 5, 000 

troops to the A U-RTF as soon as possible. 

I • Relevant United Nations actors support the A U  J..t:L identifying the gaps and financial resources 

required to ensure that the 5, 000 troops are adequately equipped, including with regard to air 

capabilities, communications, office and living accommodation, medical support, and fuel and 

rations, as soon as possible, and no later than December 2012. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage international partners to provide additional 

training to the 5, 000 troops where necessary. 
• Relevant United Nations actors organise regular meetings with the A U  and international 

partners to mobilize financial resources with international partners to ensure the full 
operationalization of the initiative. in that regard, relevant United Nations actors, in 
collaboration with the A U  and international partners, should consider the establishment of an 
airlift network, with regular flights between Yambio/Nzara, Obo and Dungu to facilitate and 
enhance movements of stakeholders within the affected area. 

Objective 1 .2 :  All aspects of the AU-RCI LRA implementation are fully coordinated at the 
political level 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the A U  Joint Coordination Mechanism to meet at 
least once every six months to decide on policy and strategy matters related to the A U-RTF. 
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• The United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-Genera/for Central Africa and 
Head of UNOCA (SRSG), in collaboration with the A U  Special Envoy on the LRA, continues to 
identify opportunities to enhance the capabilities of the A U-RTF troops and to engage the 
Governments of the affected countries to build consensus on a unified approach to the LRA 
issue. 

• The SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA, in collaboration with the A U  Special 

Envoy on the LRA, engages the troop contributing countries at the highest political /eve! on a 

regular basis on issues of common interest, including those related to information gathering 
and exchange. 

• The SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA, in collaboration with the A U  Special 
Envoy on the LRA, engages the United Nations presences in the LRA-affected countries on a 

regular basis to discuss issues of common interest regarding the LRA, including issues related 
to coordination between the United Nations presences and the A U-RTF. 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the A U  to develop a communication strategy on 
the A U  RCI-LRA as soon as possible and by no later than December 2012. 

Objective 1 .3 :  Policies that encourage defections amongst the LRA fighters are in place. 

Related Actions 

I • Relevant United Nations actors, in close collaboration with the A U,_encourage the LRA

affected countries to put in place policies or provisions that promote defections, for example 
through the establishment of comprehensive DDRRR programmes and possible enactment of 

amnesty laws in line with international standards, to cover LRA elements with the exception of 

those responsible for genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity or gross violations of 
human rights. Children should be excluded from any criminal responsibility for crimes 
committed while associated with the LRA because of the forced nature of their recruitment. 

I • Relevant United Nations actors, in close collaboration with the A U,_encourage LRA-affected 

countries to ensure a common approach with respect to a !ega/framework on issues related to 
the treatment of defectors and abductees that have escaped from the LRA. 

'
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AU RCI-LRA. 

Related Activities 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the A U,  develop an advocacy strategy, 
complementary to the communication strategy, as soon as possible and no later than 
December 2012, to create awareness of initiatives against the LRA, promote defections and 
mobilise support among other countries and actors. 

• UNOCA establishes and manages a website for sharing information on the LRA with 
relevant partners as soon as possible and by no,.Jp!e:_t�qn_ [)(!ce_m.�e! 2_01l_ _ _ _ _ _ 

STRATEGIC GOAL TWO: EFFORTS TO PROMOTE THE PROTECTION OF 
CIVILIANS ARE ENHANCED 
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Objective 2. 1 :  The risk o f  harm to civilian populations i s  minimized during military 
operations to combat the LRA threat. 

Related Actions 

/ • Relevant United Nations actors encourage the A U-RTF troops and other military actors f.Q 
prioritise the protection of civilians and uphold international humanitarian law as they engage 
in operations to track and capture LRA combatants 

• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with other humanitarian actors, support the 
development of the A U  Strategic Framework/or the Protection of Civilians in LRA-affected 
areas. 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the A U-RTF troops to conduct operations in a 
manner that minimizes the risk of harm to civilian populations in the affected areas. This 
includes the application of standard operating procedures regarding the treatment, 

repatriation and reintegration of defectors, abductees and others released from the LRA. 
• Relevant United Nations actors conduct regular assessments of the military response to the 

LRA with a view to ensuring that it is in compliance with international standards in line with 

the Human Rights Due Diligence Policy. 
• Relevant United Nations actors support the A U  pre-deployment programmes to ensure that 

troops are trained on international humanitarian law, human rights and child protection and 
that refresher courses and in-theatre training on these issues are provided to A U-RTF troops 

at least once within a six-month period. 
• United Nations inter-agency country-specific security risk management strategies and 

practices are {ieveloped to improve access to populations in LRA-affected areas, taking into 

account the need for an operating environment more conducive to principled humanitarian 

operations. 

Objective 2.2 :  Coordination among humanitarian, development, gender, child protection, 
peacekeeping and military actors is enhanced 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors establish mechanisms for coordination and information 
exchange between the A U  RCI-LRA and the humanitarian actors in the field. 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UN MISS continue their operations in LRA-affected areas within the 
constraints of existing resources to create the necessary conditions for the provision of 
humanitarian assistance. 

• Relevant United Nations actors strengthen the ir cooperation with the A U-RTF on the 
protection of civilians in LRA-a.ffected areas. 

• The United Nations LRA Focal Points, including United Nations child protection focal points 
and focal points for Sexual and Gender Based Violence (SGB V), take part in strategic 
decision-making and planning exercises related to the LRA. 

• Relevant United Nations actors develop and share a list of DDRRR areas of interest [and 
questions} with child protection actors for incorporation, in accordance with the principles of 
the cross border operational plan between child protection actors in the CAR, the DRC, South 
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Sudan and Uganda, within their interview processes for children escaping from or being 
rescued from the LRA. 
Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners and non
governmental organizations,.qo_nt£n_Uf! !0. �l!JJPO!t.J!.rogrammes_ tp e§tabli�� e_arjy wqt:_n_iflg _ 
systems to ensure the protection of civilians. 
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Relevant United Nations actors hold regular meetings .with :nilitary actors, community leaders .. .. .. . F-��------------� I • Deleted: are held 
in LRA-affected areas, child protection agencies, non-governmental organizations and United · . 
Nations presences in each of the LRA-affected countries to discuss the LRA threat. 

STRATEGIC GOAL THREE:  CURRENT DDRRR ACTIVITIES ARE EXPANDED TO 
COVER ALL LRA-AFFECTED AREAS 

Objective 3. 1 :  A common and coordinated approach on DDRRR in LRA-affected countries 
is developed by the UN Missions 

Related Actions 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMISS, within the limits of their mandates, implement the 
Coordinated Approach on DDRRR of the LRA in coordination with relevant national 
authorities and/or in accordance with national DDR programmes. This will include 
identifYing greater synergies between military and DDRRR operations by supporting the 
establishment of assembly points where there is a high level of LRA movements and/or the 
anticipated movement of LRA due to military pressure or for other reasons. 

• MONUSCO provides technical support and backstopping to facilitate BINUCA and UN MISS 
field offices in implementing the Coordinated Approach on DDRRR. 

• UNICEF leads in the development of SOPs for national armies in the region on the 
hand over, repatriation and reunification of children who escape or are rescued from the LRA 
on the basis of existing SOPs currently in use by the UPDF The SOPs will be developed 
jointly by relevant child protection actors operating in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan, 
in close collaboration with the respective national armies and the A U-RTF 

• Repatriation of Children Associated with Armed Forces and Groups is the primary 
responsibility of ICRC. Under circumstances where this is not possible, resources from 
BINUCA, MONUSCO and UN MISS are jointly leveraged to facilitate the return of children 
across borders to their communities of origin with minimum delay. 

• BINUCA and UNMISS, in collaboration with the respective Governments, develop 
procedures for the repatriation of adult LRA escapees from South Sudan and the CAR back 
to their countries of origin. Additionally, BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMJSS, in 
collaboration with the respective Governments, establish mechanisms for the repatriation of 
Congolese adult LRA escapees received in South Sudan and the CAR, back to the DRC. 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage LRA-affected countries and their partners, 
including non-governmental and civil society organizations to prioritise the development of 
programmes and activities for the reintegration of LRA ex-combatants. 

Objective 3.2 :  Information exchange and coordination between military and DDRRR actors 
and operations are increased. 

Related Actions 
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BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMJSS enhance field-level coordination and information 
exchange through regular meetings. 
MONUSCO and UNMJSS lead efforts to establish a mechanism for coordination of military 
operations and cooperation between the forces of MONUSCO and UN MISS as well as 
relevant military actors in accordance with their respective mandates. This mechanism will 
be affiliated with A U-RTF structures as they become operational. 
MONUSCO JIOC in Dung, begins_ regular information sharing and exchange with the 
United States information fusion cells and, when operational, the A U-RTF Joint Operations 
Centre, especially with regard to time-sensitive and actionable information to increase the 
effectiveness of military operations. 
Relevant United Nations actors establish sector-specific mechanisms to regularize 
information exchange on LRA related activities and movements and other cross border 
issues, particularly in the areas of DDR, DDRRR and child protection. 
Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the A U-RTF (as it becomes 

operational), facilitate regular meetings with relevant humanitarian actors and community 

leaders in LRA-affected areas to enhance early warning capacity within the affected 

communities. 

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.ObJective 3.3�  Policies, strategies and legal fnlm�worJ<s relatiJ'lg to_ ll!>� are harmonized 

Related Actions 

• Relevant United Nations actors develop strategies to address the issue of adult reintegration 
as follows: In Uganda, programming and the importance of funding for the reintegration of 
returnees needs to be re-emphasized and reinvigorated; in South Sudan the reintegration of 
LRA returnees need to be clarified under the national DDR programme; in the CAR and the 
DRC, a strategy for the reinsertion and reintegration of adult returnees needs to be 
developed. 

• BINUCA, MONUSCO and UNMJSS jointly develop specific DDRRR Standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) on the LRA, based on the general SOPs developed by MONUSCO on 
DDRRR of foreign armed groups. The SOPs to be developed in consultation with national 
counterparts should include, inter alia, the handover of LRA elements from regional 
militaries, repatriation to countries of origin, reintegration and provision of medical, psycho
social and other assistance as necessary. 

• Relevant United Nations actors encourage the A U  to work with affected Governments to 
identify a common policy for treatment of LRA escapees and non-indicted LRA ex
combatants who escape or surrender, particularly with respect to amnesty provisions and 
potential criminal prosecution. 

STRATEGIC GOAL FOUR: A COORDINATED HUMANITARIAN AND CHILD 

PROTECTION_RESPONSE IS PROMOTED IN ALL LRA-AFFECTED AREAS 

Obj ective 4. 1 :  The most vulnerable groups, particula rly children, women, refugees, IDPs 
and people with specific needs, receive strengthened and coordinated humanitarian 
protection and assistance. 

Related Actions 
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• Relevant United Nations actors continue to deliver humanitarian protection .pYI _t�e_ �qsjs_ of_ _ _
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humanitarian action remains distinct from the wider political and military objectives of this 
strategy. 

• United Nations humanitarian actors prioritize the provision of assistance to women and 

children in the affected areas, including refugees and displaced persons. 
• United Nations Humanitarian Coordinators and Humanitarian Country Teams continue to 

enhance information sharing and analysis on humanitarian needs and priorities in LRA: 

affected areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors carry out a regional analysis on humanitarian needs and 

priorities in LRA-affected communities to determine short, medium and long- term needs by 
the end of 2012. 

• Humanitarian stakeholders continue discussions on how to improve access and strengthen, as 
required, humanitarian response capacities in the affected countries. 

STRATEGIC GOAL FIVE : PEACEBUILDING, HUMAN RIGHTS, RULE OF LAW 

AND LONG- TERM DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT IS PROVIDED TO LRA-AFFECTED 

GOVERNMENTS TO ENABLE THEM TO ESTABLISH AUTHORITY ACROSS 

THEIR TERRITORY 

Obj ective 5. 1 :  Policies and strategic frameworks conducive to the implementation of human 
rights, peacebuilding, and long-term recovery initiatives for LRA-affected co m m unities and 
countries are established. 

Related Actions 

• LRA-related issues are addressed in relevant country-specific United Nations strategic, 

peace building and/or development frameworks (e.g. United Nations Development Assistance 
Frameworks, Integrated Strategic Frameworks or Peace building Support Plan) within one 
year. 

• Relevant United Nations peace building, development and human rights actors support the 

LRA-affected countries to strengthen existing coordination mechanisms within peacebuilidng 
and recovery frameworks to specifically address LRA-affected areas, including gender and 

human rights issues. This will include support to identifYing a lead governing entity or 

Government focal point to address LRA related concerns. 
• Relevant United Nations peacebuilding, development and human rights actors support LRA

affected countries to strengthen local legal institutions and policies to address land disputes, 
with support from international partners and specialized NGOs 

Objective 5.2:  The capacities of LRA-affected countries to add ress human rights, 
peacebuilding and long-term recovery needs of LRA-affected communities are strengthened. 

Related Actions 
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• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with the A U  and international partners, 
including specialized NGOs, assist LRA-affected countries in strengthening their national 
human rights institutions to fulfil their protection mandate including by strengthening access 
to justice and accountability, inter alia, through training and technical support, particularly in 
the LRA-affected regions. 

• Relevant United Nations actors conduct country-specific and regional training for civil society 

actors in LRA-affected countries to monitor and investigate abuses committed by the LRA 

within one year. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners and relevant 

national authorities, assist in strengthening local justice systems to respond to local needs. 

Obj ective 5.3:  Programming in human rights, peacebuilding and long-term A_ey�l_op!f!_e_nJ f�r_ .. .  - [Lo�e::.:.let=-:..:.ed:....: _______ __) 
LRA-affected com munities is carried out and implemented on the basis of agreed p riorities. 

Related Actions 

• United Nations human rights actors, in collaboration Jiiith relevant national authorities, carry . .. .. {
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• Relevant United Nations actors enhance joint planning, programming and monitoring in LRA
affected areas identified as priorities (for example through a United Nations Area Coordinator 

System) within two years. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners, including non

governmental organizations, continue to support the LRA-affected countries in improving 

basic social services, particularly health services, including maternal health and psychosocial 

support, education, water and sanitation, with a special focus on LRA-affected areas. 
• Relevant United Nations actors, in collaboration with international partners, continue to 

support LRA-affected countries in improving infrastructure, particularly roads, bridges and 

airfields, in the LRA-affected areas with a view to improving accessibility and encouraging 

economic activity. 
• Relevant United Nations actors arrange regular country-specific meetings between community 

leaders in LRA-affected and development actors to discuss priority geographic areas of 

peace building and recovery intervention in LRA-affected areas. 

Objective 5.4:  Political will to add ress human rights, peacebuilding, and long-term 
development needs of LRA-affected com m unities is elicited and sustained 

Related Actions 

• The SRSG for Central Africa, in collaboration with the A U  Special Envoy on the LRA, engages 
LRA-affected countries at the highest political level on a regular basis on issues related to 
human rights, peace building and long-term recovery. 

• The SRSG for Central Africa, in collaboration with the A U  Special Envoy on the LRA, engages 
international partners at the highest political level on a regular basis to encourage them to 
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consider sustainable funding for recovery initiatives in LRA-affected areas. This should 
include advocacy for access to Peace building Funds in the affected countries. 

• Relevant United Nations actors continue to raise awareness on an on-going basis about the 
need to address peacebuilding and long-term development needs of LRA-affected communities. 

• Relevant United Nations actors advocate on an on-going basis for the reintegration of LRA 
elements through development programmes addressing both economic recovery and 

peacebuilding, with special attention for youth and children. 
• Relevant United Nations actors prepare and disseminate annual regional Human Rights LRA 

reports, with the first one issued within 6 months. 

Objective 5.5:  Capacity of affected countries to address issues related to the rule of law in 
LRA affected a reas is enhanced. 

Related actions: 
• Relevant United Nations actors support the A U  in strengthening the rule of law advisory 

element in the A U-RTF structure to provide technical advice and support in matters relating to 

the rule of law. 
• Relevant United Nations actors encourage international partners to continue to support the 

affected countries in establishing rule of law programmes to improve the capacity and 

coordination of Government law enforcement agencies, especially the police, judiciary and 

correctional services in the areas affected by the LRA in the short, medium and long term. 

V. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REPORTING 

lL_Monitoring, evaluation and reporting on the implementation of the regional strategy wi l l  be - { Fonnatted: Bul l;ts and Numbering 
done at country and regional/international levels, as wel l  as along thematic l ines. 

lJLAt the country level ,  designated AU and United Nations LRA Focal Points are expected to i Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ] 
document all LRA-related activities conducted in their area of responsibi l ity that pertain to the 
implementation of this regional strategy. In the CAR, an LRA Working Group regularly brings 
together humanitarian partners, donors and the authorities to share information and develop 
response strategies on the LRA� is Working Group will report on the CAR-specific LRA . _ - {�o_e_let_ed_: ._· �------� 
activities . 

12..:_ln addition, thematic monitoring wi l l  be conducted as fol lows : 

1 .  DDRIDDRRR: The United Nations presences in LRA-affected areas wi l l  be responsible 
for the monitoring of all activities related to DDR/DDRRR. They wi l l  provide updates on 
the activities undertaken by all actors in this  regard through their regu lar reports to the 
United Nations Security Counci l .  
Humanitarian action and protection of civilians:  Reports on humanitarian action and tire 
protection of civil ians wi l l  be provided through the Humanitarian Coordinators in the 
LRA-affected countries 

3 .  Child protectio n :  The ch i ld  protection focal point system wil l  continue to  provide the 
Security Counci l  Working Group with information on violations committed by the LRA, as 
well as associated child protection concerns, through the Office of the SRSG for Children 

[ Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering J 
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and Armed Conflict. Efforts wi l l  b e  made to ensure synergies and coherence i n  the nature 
of the data gathered in all the LRA-affected countries, to allow for trend-analys is .  

4 .  Human rights : The United Nations wi l l  develop and strengthen the relevant national 
networks of human rights NGOs in the LRA-affected countries using existing resources, 
with a view to enhancing coordination, information sharing and reporting on Human 
Rights cases. A s imilar network at the regional level ,  bringing together al l  LRA-affected 
countries, wi l l  also be supported to enable human rights reporting, as possible. 

5.  Development and long-term recovery: The United Nations Area Coordinator System in 
LRA-affected areas, where it already exists, wi l l  be used to report on development and 
long-term recovery initiatives addressing LRA-affected communities . In LRA-affected 
countries where such a system does not yet exist, United Nations Area Coordinator 
Systems wi l l  be developed on the bas is of existing United Nations country-specific 
development coordination frameworks, with LRA-dedicated focal points (and funding, if 
possible). 

20. At the regional and international levels ,  the United Nations LRA Integrated Task Force wi-ll ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
meet on a monthly basis ,  bringing together headquarters and field-based LRA focal points, to 
d iscuss various aspects l inked to the implementation of the regional strategy. In addition, the 
United Nations wi l l  organize bi-annual meetings of United Nations and AU LRA focal points 
to review implementation of the strategy. 

lL_Finally, UNOCA wi l l  be responsible for overal l monitoring and reporting on the regional - ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
strategy. In this regard staff wi l l  be dedicated to tasks including: supporting the advocacy and 
resource mob i l ization ro le of the SRSG for Central Africa and Head of UNOCA and the AU 
Special Envoy on the LRA; leading the development of an implementation p lan for the United 
Nations system for the regional strategy; coordinating overall reporting from the different 
country-specific and thematic monitoring mechanisms; organizing the regular meetings of 
LRA focal points and;  estab l ishing and maintaining a des ignated webs ite to serve as a c learing 
house for LRA-related information. 
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ANNEX I 

Support from the United Nations 
22 .  Support to  the AU RCI-LRA: The UNOAU is mandated to provide the AU with support ro

p lan, deploy and manage operations. The UNOAU supports the AU RCl-LRA in the fol lowing 
areas : a) Development and review of strategic directives and concepts of operations; b) 
Conceptual ization and development of the operational structure of the AU Initiative; c) 
Development of pol icies and guidel ines for the Initiative, including rules of engagement, 
standard operating procedures and protection of civi l ian strategies; d) Logistics support 
planning for the conduct of mi l itary operations; e) Technical assessments and surveys of 
phys ical infrastructure, communications and logistical support structures for the 
operational ization of the AU RCI-LRA and;  f) Support in developing publ ic  information 
strategies for the AU RCI-LRA. 

( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering J 

23 . S ince 20 1 1, UNOCA has been active in coord inating the efforts of .t!:ill_United Nations on thoe - - ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering J 
LRA issue. It has regularly brought together stakeholders from within and outside the United 
Nations to exchange and share information, coordinate activities and strategize on how to 
enhance their col lective responses to the LRA threat. In addition, the SRSG for Central Africa 
and Head of UNOCA has been working with the AU Special Envoy on the LRA issue_,tsl ... .. ( Deleted: . �================� ensure pol itical commitment at the h ighest levels in the four affected countries. if! _or�er t9 .. - -( Deleted: . 
promote unified, jo int and coordinated action against the LRA. 

�------------' 

24.  S upport from United Nations peacekeeping and political operations:  MONUSCO all'd- ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ] 
UNMISS carry out regular integrated mi l itary patrols in LRA-affected areas to deter threats, 
maintain s ituation awareness, bui ld  confidence, faci l itate the free movement of civi l ians, 
secure access to affected areas and contribute to the protection of civi l ians .  In the DRC, with 
some l ,200 peacekeepers based in Haut-Uele, Orientale province, MONUSCO conducts 
targeted mi l itary operations uni lateral ly as wel l  as jo intly with the FARDC with the aim of 
protecting civi l ians and faci l itating the del ivery of humanitarian ass istance. MONUSCO has 
also enhanced the community alert network in Haut-Uele and Bas-Uele, which enables 
communities to inform local authorities and/or MONUSCO of an impending or actual attack .  
Furthermore. MONUSCO has a lso rehabi l itated some main roads connecting important 
population centres, s ignificantly improving access and fac i l itating trade in the LRA-affected 
sub-region, including the Dungu-Faradje road, the Dungu airstrip and the Dungu-Duru road . 
P lans are underway to rehabi l itate other roads, including the Duru-B itima road and Dungu-
Is iro road. 

2 5 .  MONUSCO has also establ i shed a Joint Information and Operations Centre in Dungu, Haut� ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ] 
Uele, DRC, to monitor and verify information regarding LRA attacks, analyse the information 
to produce actionable inte l l igence for both MONUSCO and Forces armees de Ia Republique 
democratique du Congo (F ARDC). The centre is the hub for communicating operational 
information on the LRA, inc lud ing w ith ne ighbouring United Nations presences in  the CAR 
and South Sudan .  

2Q,_MONUSCO also supports D isarmament Demobi l ization Repatriation Resettlement all'd - { Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ] 
Reintegration programmes (DDRRR) in the DRC. This includes the establ i shment of a 
regional FM Radio sensitization network. Accordingly, MONUSCO has helped to enhance the 
capacity of Radio Zereda in Obo, the CAR, and Radio Yambio in South Sudan. It has also 
supported Radio Rhinoceros in Faradje, DRC. The FM stations create and broadcast their own 
"Coming Home" programmes to the LRA and share programmes where poss ible .  Another 
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shortwave "Coming Home" programme i s  broadcast b y  the Ugandan Broadcasting 
Corporation (UBC) based in Kampala. UNMISS ,  in South Sudan, is involved in extending 
MONUSCO' s  regional LRA communication strategy ( l inking radio networks in the CAR, the 
DRC, South Sudan and Uganda) . This includes the distribution of LRA sensitization materials 
and providing ass istance for the expans ion of radio networks in Western Equatoria State 
(WES) into strategic LRA crossing points in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan and, 
faci l itating desertion and regional repatriation programmes. 

2 7 .  BINUCA ass ists the Government in improving its communication system to  increase its early - { Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
warning capacity by rep l icating the existing early warning system developed by the United 
Nations Stab i l ization Mission in the Democratic Republ ic of Congo (MONUSCO). BINUCA 
also works with national and international partners to develop and implement a strategy to 
encourage the defection of LRA fighters, as wel l  as a pol icy for their repatriation to their home 
countries. In addition, B INUCA faci l itates the development of a national disarmament, 
demobi l ization, repatriation, resettlement and reintegration (DDRRR) strategy in the LRA-
affected areas of the country, and deploying two staff to Obo as part of the Joint Information 
and Operations Centre (JIOC). 

2 8 .  Humanitarian protection a n d  assistance: An extensive humanitarian response is  ongoing in -{ Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
LRA-affected areas of the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan to meet urgent l ife-saving needs of 
the most vulnerable groups affected by the LRA, in particular the 445 ,000 displaced and 
refugees and their host communities . The remote and insecure nature of the affected areas 
makes it difficult and costly to establ ish and maintain humanitarian access to populations 
requiring protection and ass istance. Humanitarian partners in the DRC estimate that as of 1 
Apri l 20 12, humanitarian actors had no access to about 25 percent of the displaced in Haut-
Uele while 45 per cent of the displaced in Bas-Uele d istrict were beyond the reach of 
humanitarian partners on a regular bas is  due to high costs of operations in areas with l im ited 
road networks and insecurity. 

2..2.,_Humanitarian protection and ass istance have been increased over the past years . In the DRC, + { Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering 
the number of people  in LRA-affected areas who received WFP food ass istance increased 
from 95 ,000 in 2009,  to 1 13 ,400 in 20 10 and 223 ,700 in 20 1 1 .  In 20 1 1, a total of 1 1 ,270 
metric tons of food was provided to the districts, at the cost of US$ 25 mi l l ion. UNHCR 
leads humanitarian protection efforts andJps along �ith_lJl'J'I<::�Y and other U}J l;lgen_cies and {'-o_e_let_ed_:_ha_v_e ------� 

NGOs expanded protection activities and ensured wider distribution of basic emergency 
items along with improved early warning mechan isms, in particular in the DRC.  In the CAR, 
UNHCR has estab l ished l!_presence to ensure protection monitoring activities in Zemio, 
Mboki, and Obo. In South Sudan UNHCR collaborates with UNICEF and other partners in 
psychosocial support and fami ly tracing for victims rescued from the LRA. Cross-border 
information sharing among the Humanitarian Country Teams was strengthened in 20 1 1  and 
OCHA continues to issue quarterly regional updates on the humanitarian s ituation and 
response in LRA affected areas . •  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·'-( o_e_let_ed_:_. _______ _ 

.3 0 .  While humanitarian partners through advocacy efforts contribute to the development of the -{ Formatted: Bul lets and Num� 
wider mi l itary and pol itical strategy to address the LRA threat, humanitarian action in the 
respective affected countries remains distinct from the overal l  m i l itary and pol itical objectives 
to ensure respect of humanitarian principles of neutral ity, impartial ity and independence. The 
response is planned and executed within the framework of existing country-specific 
coordination frameworks under the leadership of the respective Humanitarian Coordinators 
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designated in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan. Resources are mobi l ized through country 
specific humanitarian appeals and al locations from existing agency budgets. 

_iLChild protection : In 2009, UNICEF, the Office of the SRSG for Chi ldren and Armed Confliet- - [ Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
and DPKO recognised the need to strengthen coordinated cross-border responses to chi ld 
protection due to concerns that chi ldren abducted by the LRA in one country were showing up 
in another. A United Nations Chi ld Protection Focal Points system was estab l ished to connect 
actors in the affected countries and strengthen monitoring and reporting of violations 
committed by the LRA against chi ldren . S ince 20 1 1 , the system has been coordinated by 
UNICEF Uganda. The system provides regular reports on LRA violations to the Security 
Counci l ' s  Working Group on Chi ldren and Armed Conflict (CAAC), includ ing bi-monthly 
updates, as wel l  as inputs to relevant reports of the United Nations Secretary-General on 
children affected by the LRA. The LRA has been l isted in the Secretary-General ' s  reports on 
CAAC as a pers istent perpetrator of gross human rights vio lations against chi ldren. 

32. S upport to human rights, peacebuilding and development programming:  Human right�, - [ Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
peacebui ld ing and deve lopment actors have combined efforts in the LRA affected areas to 
address long-term structural issues that enable armed groups, such as the LRA to operate in the 
affected countries. In the CAR, the DRC and Uganda, UNDP has used resources from the 
Peacebui lding Fund (PBF) to imp lement programmes on human security and reintegration as 
part of efforts to mitigate the risks of conflict. In northern Uganda, the Government, with the 
support of its partners, is implementing a Peace, Recovery and Development P lan (2009-20 1 2) 
aimed at stab i l izing the region, conso l idating state authority, rebui lding and empowering 
communities, revital izing the economy and promoting peacebui ld ing and reconci l iation. 
Development and international partners have aligned themselves behind th is  national strategy. 

3 3 .  In 20 1 1 , the United Nations initiated a peacebui ld ing programme in northern Uganda -[ Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering ) 
imp lemented by e ight agencies, funds and programmes . Financed through the Peacebui lding 
Fund ($ 1 4  mi l l ion), the programme provides special ised reintegration and integration 
ass istance for househo lds headed by women, lOPs, returnees and ex-combatants. It also 
provides psychosocial support, interim care and reunification of children formerly associated 
with armed groups and other children affected by vio lence . 

.ll_In the CAR, UNDP col laborates with BINUCA and the United Nations Country Team on- { Formatted: Bul lets and Numbering] 
peacebui lding programmes including the disarmament and demobil isation of former 
combatants, extending state authority, promoting the rule of law and bui lding national capacity 
to address insecurity. In South Sudan, based on the Government' s  Development P lan, 
UNMISS and the United Nations Country Team have developed a Peacebui lding Support P lan 
(mandated by Security Counci l  Resolution 1 996) to address issues of governance, insecurity, 
long-term economic development, promoting the rule of law and service del ivery across the 
county. 
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ANNEX II 
Other actors engaged in addressing the LRA th reat 

3 5 .  The United States Government i s  a major actor i n  regional efforts to e l im inate the LRA threat. 
The objectives of US support, as outlined in its LRA strategy, are to increase protection of 
civi l ians, the apprehens ion or removal of Joseph Kony and senior LRA commanders from the 
battlefield, the promotion of defections from the LRA and support for DDRRR of remaining 
LRA fighters, and the provis ion of continued humanitarian rel ief to affected communities . As 
part of those objectives, the US deployed I 00 mi l itary advisors to the sub-region in 20 I I  to 
provide logistics support to national armies in the four affected countries that are carrying out 
operations against the LRA. The US has also trained some troops of the national armies who 
wi l l  be deployed under the AU-RTF. In 20 1 1 , the United States provided more than $ 1 8  
mi l l ion to support food security, humanitarian protection, health, and l ivel ihoods initiatives for 
internally displaced persons and other affected populations. 

36. The European Union (EU) has also taken a range of measures in support of international 
efforts to bring LRA violence to an end and help affected populations. The EU has provided a 
package of ass istance worth € 1 . 35  mi l l ion to support the Office of the AU Special Envoy for 
the LRA and the establ i shment of a Joint Operations Centre to enable the AU RCI-LRA 
Regional Task Force to effective ly deal with the LRA. The EU has also provided ass istance to 
the affected countries, including through contributions to programmes to encourage defections 
from the LRA and the estab l ishment of early warn ing radio systems to protect vi l lages. 

R The EU and its Member States are implementing a number of development ass istance 
programmes in the LRA-affected countries, which aim at strengthening the ru le of law, 
bui lding local governance capacity and reintegrating former members of the LRA into their 
home communities. In northern Uganda, the EU has supported a €87.6 mi l l ion post-conflict 
development programme over five years, which has helped to faci l itate the return of most of 
those disp laced by LRA activities . The EU also provides humanitarian ass istance to the region, 
contributing €9 mi l l ion for this  purpose in 20 1 1 .  As co-chair of the informal International 
Working Group on the LRA with the United States, the EU is at the forefront of dip lomatic 
efforts to keep the LRA issue on the international agenda and to promote coordination among 
key stakeholders. 

3 8 .  I n  Uganda, support to LRA efforts is coordinated through a dedicated donor group. Partners 
also participate in the Government- led Peace Recovery and Development Plan for Northern 
Uganda Technical Working Group. Key partners include the EU, United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), the World Bank, the Department for International 
Development (United Kingdom), Japan, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Denmark and Norway. The 
International Organization for Migration has supported the reintegration component of DDR in 
Uganda and supported the country ' s  Amnesty Commission. The International Organ isation for 
Migration has also been active in the DRC, including in programmes to improve security in 
LRA-affected areas . Coordination of chi ld protection has been strengthened; UNICEF leads in 
the development of SOPs for national armies in the region on the handover, repatriation and 
reunification of chi ldren who escape or are rescued from the LRA on the bas is  of existing 
SOPs currently in use by the UPDF. The SOPs wi l l  be developed jo intly by relevant child 
protection actors operating in the CAR, the DRC and South Sudan, in close col laboration with 
the respective national armies and the AU-RTF as it becomes operational � 
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3 9 .  International NGOs active in the LRA-affected areas include Action Against Hunger, Afrioo - ( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering 
Medical and Research Foundation, American Refugee Counci l ,  Canadian Phys icians for Aid 
rel ief, CARE, Conci l iation Resources, Danish Demining Group, Enough Project, Jnternationai . . . - Deleted: International Committee of 
Rescue Committee, INTERSOS, Invisible Chi ldren, Midecin Sans Frontiere, Norwegian �t=he=R=ect=c=r=os::::s·======� 
Refugee Counci l, OXF AM, Resolve� Saye t�e Childn�n ,A.l l i(lnce, Save the Chi ldren and _ - { Deleted: . 
Solidarite, Sponsor Chi ldren, War Child Hol land,_UK and USA, Windle Trust and World 
Vision. Their work includes advocacy, build ing pol itical support in the respective countries 
and within the broader international community on initiatives to end LRA atrocities and help 
affected communities . Some provide analys is on trends in LRA activities, support efforts to 
expand community-based early warning systems,  reach out to potential LRA defectors and 
affected communities through radio broadcasts and help in the rehabi l itation of formerly 
abducted chi ldren . Others p lan and execute humanitarian programmes in the affected areas and 
conduct family tracing and reunification across borders . The I nternat ional Comm ittee of the 
Red Cross a l so addresses LRA i ssues as part of its act iv i t ies .  

�----�------------� 

4 0 .  Civi l  society and community groups have contributed to the peace process and recovery work - -( Fonnatted: Bul lets and Numbering ] 
in northern Uganda, including in the areas of reintegration and psycho-social support to LRA 
survivors, transitional j ustice and incorporating gender perspectives in the country ' s  poverty 
reduction programmes. Faith-based organizations, such as the Achol i  Inter-Rel igious Initiative, 
played a major ro le in initiating peace talks with the LRA. In Uganda, national groups working 
on the LRA include: Gulu Support the Children Organisation, Achol i  Religious Peace 
Initiative, Acho l i  traditional chiefs, the AIDS Support Organisation, Uganda Red Cross, 
Straight Talk Foundation, Gulu NGO Forum and Comboni Samaritan . Gulu Univers ity serves 
as a resource centre for peacebui lding research, information and networking in the region. 


